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Abstract 

Geomechanical analyses have been performed to investigate potential mine interactions with 
wellbores that could occur in the Potash Enclave of Southeastern New Mexico. Two basic models 
were used in the study; (1) a global model that simulates the mechanics associated with mining 
and subsidence and (2) a wellbore model that examines the resulting interaction impacts on the 
wellbore casing.  The first model is a 2D approximation of a potash mine using a plane strain 
idealization for mine depths of 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft).  A 3D wellbore model 
then considers the impact of bedding plane slippage across single and double cased wells 
cemented through the Salado formation.  The wellbore model establishes allowable slippage to 
prevent casing yield. 
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1.  Introduction 
 

1.1. History of Issue 
 
The active potash mining area in SE New Mexico contains numerous existing and 
proposed oil and gas wells (see Figure 1 of Appendix I).  This study will attempt to 
define acceptable standoff distances between the mining area and the oil and gas wells.  
Of concern is the potential loss of well integrity due to mine induced subsidence which 
could lead to damage of the wellbore casing and possibly permit oil and gas flow into the 
mine workings.  The study will focus on mining/wellbore interaction conditions that can 
jeopardize well integrity.  Analysis results will also examine the integrity of the 
intervening rocks separating the mines and wells. 

For the purpose of protecting and conserving the potash deposits for future use, the 
Secretary of Interior withdrew 42,285 acres from oil and gas leasing in 1939.  However, a 
number of wells had already been drilled and mining had commenced in the early 1930’s.   
In 1951, the Secretary designated 298,345 acres as a “Potash Area” and revoked the ban 
on oil and gas leasing, thus providing for development and production of oil and gas and 
concurrent mining of potash deposits in the potash area.  At that time, rules and 
guidelines were created to protect the mines and potash by requiring a salt protection 
string and cementing of the wellbore casing.  Secretarial Orders in 1965 and 1975 
expanded the potash area first to 420,212 and then to 491,916 acres.  Expansions of the 
potash area encompassed wells that were completed under less stringent requirements. As 
a result, well completions within the potash area vary considerably.  Technology, 
regulations, and practices have improved over time, and the arguments exerted today 
suggest that both industries can co-exist in a safe manner, yet some fundamental 
questions remain including an acceptable standoff distance between mining activities and 
proposed oil and gas wells.   

1.2. Review of Previous Work to Resolve Issue 
 
Determining what is acceptable practice has resulted in extensive litigation1 over the past 
approximately 50 years, without resolution, as the views and opinions expressed by the 
potash and oil and gas industries are divergent.  The intent of this study is to present an 
unbiased technical examination of this issue and apply our best technology to develop 
what we consider as reasonable guidelines to enable safe and efficient co-development of 
the natural resources.  The responsibility for implementing the Secretarial Orders has 
resided with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) since 1986 and they are the agency 
providing the impetus for this study. 

                                                           
1 IBLA 2003-334, etc. constitutes 15,275 pages of testimony, 10,000 pages of administrative record, 1200 
exhibits, and approximately 58,000 pages of documents (Yates Counsel, May 3, 2004; page 34,945 of 
IBLA 92-612, et al.). 
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The BLM compiled a list of stakeholders for the oil and gas industry and potash industry, 
including government agencies, and established a mechanism and protocol (non-
disclosure agreement)  whereby industry could share their information and data with the 
BLM and Sandia (Matis, BLM to stakeholders, 12/7/2007).  Matis stated the desire to 
open a dialogue, create an information exchange, and gain access to scientific and 
engineering information having a bearing on the project.  An approach was developed 
whereby Sandia would develop an analysis plan and request review from stakeholders 
(Matis, BLM to stakeholders, 3/13/2008).  Information or suggestions were requested 
(Matis, BLM to stakeholders, 4/3/2008) relevant to well-mine interactions that would 
facilitate model development, such as rock mechanics properties, or a means to validate a 
model, including subsidence and convergence measurements.  The volumes of testimony, 
exhibits, documents, and related studies as a result of past litigation and hearings were 
made available by the BLM.  From this and other technical reports, primarily related to 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), a detailed analysis plan and the basis for the 
analyses were developed.  The analysis plan contained in Appendix I of this report was 
released to stakeholders for review (Matis, BLM to stakeholders, 7/1/2008).  Comments 
on that plan were received from the mining (Litt to Ehgartner, 9/26/2008) and the oil and 
gas (Bogle to Auby and Ehgartner, 9/26/2008) stakeholders.  These comments were 
responded to in writing (Appendix II of this report) and in meetings with the stakeholders 
(12/9/08, 1/13/09) prior to completing the following analyses. 

1.3. Sandia Analysis 
 
As proposed in the analysis plan, two basic models were used in this study; a global 
model that simulates the mechanics associated with mining and subsidence (Section 2.1), 
and a wellbore model that examines the resulting impacts on wellbore casing (Section 
2.2).  The first model is a two-dimensional (2D) approximation of a potash mine using a 
plane strain idealization for mine depths of 304.8 and 609.6 m (1000 and 2000 ft).  A 2D 
model is reasonable given the large areal extent of the mines relative to mine depth.  The 
3D wellbore model considers the impact of bedding plane slippage across single and 
double cased wells cemented through the Salado formation.  The wellbore model 
establishes allowable slippage to prevent casing yield and failure.  The predicted slippage 
across bedding planes in the global mine model (Section 3.1) are then compared to the 
allowable wellbore slippages (Section 3.2) to establish safe standoff distances between a 
mine and well.  Summary and conclusions are presented in Section 4. 

 

1.4. JAS3D Analysis Code 
 
The finite element code used in these analyses was JAS3D.  JAS3D is a three-
dimensional iterative solid mechanics code developed at Sandia National Laboratories for 
analyzing the large deformation response of nonlinear materials subjected to a variety of 
loads.  For quasistatic applications, as was the case here, this Lagrangian finite element 
program uses iterative algorithms to solve the equilibrium equations.  A multi-level 
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solver provides effective treatment of severe nonlinearities and frictional contact 
response.  Eight-node uniform strain hexahedral elements are used in the finite element 
formulation for the application describe here.  Hourglass distortions can be effectively 
controlled without disturbing the finite element solution using the Flanagan-Belytschko 
hourglass control scheme, as was done here.  All constitutive models in JAS3D are cast 
in an un-rotated configuration defined using the rotation determined from the polar 
decomposition of the deformation gradient.  A robust contact algorithm allows for the 
interaction of deforming contact surfaces of quite general geometry (Blanford et al., 
2001). 

JAS3D is a mature production code.  It represents approximately 30 plus years of R&D 
into explicit finite element code technology that has its genesis in the defense programs.  
Apart from its weapons usage, JAS3D has been used to support the WIPP (Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant), YMP (Yucca Mountain Project), other commercial storage 
facilities, and various oil and gas applications.  The technology embodied in JAS3D, 
through its predecessor codes Pronto (Taylor and Flanagan, 1989), JAC3D (Biffle, 1993), 
SANCHO (Stone et al., 1985), and SANTOS (Stone, 1997), has also been used for an 
even wider range of applications. 

Since JAS3D has continually been modified and improved over its development lifetime, 
testing for “correctness” of results has been extremely important.  A series of test 
problems (or regression suite) has been developed to this end and has been used by the 
code developers on a regular basis and before any new changes to the code were 
committed.  It has been a JAS3D project requirement that the new versions of JAS3D be 
able to complete the regression suite with minimal differences from a set of archived 
results. The code is under configuration management and version control, being 
administered via a configuration management system repository.  Version 2.3.A of the 
code was used for these analyses. 
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2.  Model Description 
 
 

2.1. Global Mine Excavation Model 

2.1.1. Assumptions 
In any numerical simulation of physical processes it is frequently necessary to invoke a 
number of assumptions which render the analysis tractable.  Analyses involving geologic 
materials are well known to be very challenging due to the extreme variability of rock 
quality (e.g. degree of fracturing) and the inability to fully characterize the in-situ 
response of the rock when subjected to events such as mining.  While laboratory tests can 
be performed under controlled conditions to give insight into the stress-strain behavior, 
there are always questions about the degree of sample disturbance caused during the 
retrieval of the sample from the ground or even the relevance of the tests since the lab 
samples do not usually incorporate features such as discontinuities.  

For the computer simulations documented in this section it has been assumed that the 
mining process takes place over a sufficiently large areal region such that plane strain 
conditions can be reasonably assumed.  Furthermore while room and pillar mining has 
not been explicitly considered, the effects of secondary mining, which reduces the pillar 
size, may be similar to those of long wall mining conditions once the secondary mining 
operation is initiated. 

The finite element meshes developed for these analyses represent a region four miles in 
lateral dimension and extending vertically from the ground surface, considered to be the 
top of the Dewey Lake formation, down to the Salado-Castile boundary.  In all cases the 
height of the mined region was assumed to be 3.048 m (10 ft).  Modeling of simultaneous 
mining at multiple depths was initially considered but was not carried out in this work. 

We have chosen a set of mining scenarios that illustrates the potentially important effect 
of slip at bedding interfaces.  By varying the depth of the mine, the length of the mine, 
and the mine excavation rate, a range of typical mining conditions were examined.  The 
two mine depths evaluated were 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft).  The mine 
excavation lengths and mining rates were chosen to be 0.8 km (0.5 mile) and 1.6 km (1 
mile), and 0.48 km/year (0.3 mile/year) and 1.6 km/year (1.0 mile/year), respectively.  

The various formations (Dewey Lake, Rustler, and Salado) generally contain a number of 
layers of rock of various type and thicknesses.  These layers within the formations were 
not explicitly represented in the numerical model but were assigned properties 
representative of the specific formation rock.  The individual potash ore zones, within the 
McNutt member of the Salado formation, were not included in the model but were 
assumed to behave similar in terms of their mechanical (elastic and creep) response to 
Salado salt.  The lack of data on the creep characteristics of potash material, which likely 
depend on the mineral types and ore grades, made this choice necessary. 
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Within the Salado formation a number of marker beds (MB) exist.  These marker beds 
were assumed to be the locations of potential relative displacement between the layers of 
salt. A total of eleven marker beds, represented as frictional planar interfaces, were 
included in these simulations as potential planes of slip.  Of the eleven marker beds four 
were located in the upper Salado and seven were located in the McNutt Potash zone. One 
marker bed, MB 123, was located below the floor of the mine.  By using frictional slip 
planes in the model it has been implicitly assumed that the tangential slip deformations 
will be localized to a very thin region.  This assumption was chosen to be consistent with 
the noted presence of thin clay seams at the bottom of the marker beds.  Furthermore, this 
assumption is consistent with the treatment of marker beds in the numerical models that 
were used for validation against experimental room data for the WIPP (Munson and 
DeVries, 1990; Munson et. al, 1990; Munson, 1997).  For these analyses it was further 
assumed that the formations and marker beds were horizontally oriented. 

2.1.2. Idealization of the Enclave Stratigraphy 
In the next sections the depths and constitutive properties of the various formations and 
marker beds for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine are provided. 

2.1.2.1. Material Layers 
The potash zone where mining occurs can vary with depth from one location to another.  
In one location, it may be relatively shallow, but at a different location, it may be 
relatively deep.  In the same way the thicknesses of the overburden layers, above the 
potash, may also vary.  Table 1 and Figures 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 summarize the stratigraphy 
assumed for the numerical models used in the “shallow,” 304.8 m (1000 ft), and “deep,” 
609.6 m (2000 ft), mine analyses.  Note that the thickness of the McNutt Potash zone was 
identical in the two models; however, the Dewey Lake, Rustler, and the upper Salado and 
lower Salado have different thicknesses in the two models.  In the 304.8 m (1000 ft) 
model the Dewey Lake was 61 m (200 ft) thick and in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) model it was 
152.4 m (500 ft) thick.  In the 304.8 m (1000 ft) model, the Rustler was 91.4 m (300 ft) 
and in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) model it was 152.4 m (500 ft) thick.  The upper Salado was 
76.2 m (250 ft) thick in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) mine model and 228.6 m (750 ft) thick in 
the 609.6 m (2000 ft) model while the lower Salado was 259.1 m (850 ft) thick in the 
304.8 m (1000 ft) mine model and 396.2 m (1300 ft) thick in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
model. 

In these figures the Salado formation appears to be divided into distinct regions, Upper 
Salado, McNutt Potash and Lower Salado.  However, as previously noted, the material 
properties describing these regions were identical in the numerical model.  The 
constitutive properties specified for all materials are discussed in Section 2.2.2.2. 

Figures 2.1.3 and 2.1.4 illustrate the locations of the 11 marker beds in the upper Salado 
and McNutt Potash zone for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine 
models. 
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Table 1. Material Layers specified in all Mining Simulations 

Formation / Member / 
marker bed 

 
Distance from Ground 
Surface to bottom of 

bed1  
 

1000 ft 
mine 

2000 ft 
mine 

Dewey Lake  
61.0 m 
(200 ft) 

152.4 m 
(500 ft) 

Rustler =Top of Upper 
Salado 

152.4 m 
(500ft) 

304.8 m 
(1000 ft) 

Upper Salado / MB 101 
158.5 m 
(520 ft) 

323.1 m 
(1060 ft) 

Upper Salado / MB 102 
169.2 m 
(555 ft) 

356.6 m 
(1170 ft) 

Upper Salado / MB 103 
181.4 m 
(595 ft) 

391.7 m 
(1285 ft) 

Upper Salado / MB 109 
201.3 m 
(660 ft) 

452.6 m 
(1485 ft) 

Bottom of Upper Salado 
= 

Top of McNutt Potash  

228.6 m 
(750 ft) 

533.4 m 
(1750 ft) 

MB 117 
249.9 m 
(820 ft) 

554.7 m 
(1820 ft) 

MB 118 
259.1 m 

(850) 
563.9 m 
(1850 ft) 

MB 119 
266.7 m 
(875 ft) 

571.5 m 
(1875 ft) 

MB 120 
272.8 m 
(895 ft) 

577.6 m 
 (1895 ft) 

MB 121 
277.4 m 
(910 ft) 

582.2 m 
(1910 ft) 

MB 122 
281.9 m 
(925 ft) 

586.7 m 
(1925 ft) 

Top of Mine (roof) 
301.8  m 
(990 ft) 

606.6 m 
(1990 ft) 

Bottom of Mine (floor) 
304.8 m 
(1000 ft) 

609.6 m 
(2000 ft) 

MB 123 
317.0 m  
(1040 ft) 

621.8 m 
(2040 ft) 

Bottom of McNutt Potash 
= Top of Lower Salado 

335.3 m 
(1100 ft) 

640.1 m 
 (2100 ft) 

Bottom of Lower Salado 
= Top of Castile 

594.4 m 
(1950 ft) 

1036.3 m 
 (3400 ft) 

Note: 1 The ground surface is considered to be the top 
of the Dewey Lake formation 
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2.1.2.2. Constitutive Models and Parameters 
The non-salt materials located above the Salado formation (Dewey Lake and Rustler 
formations) were treated as isotropic linear elastic regions.  The elastic constants, 
Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and the mass density used in these regions are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Non-Salt Properties used in Calculations 

Material 
Young’s 
Modulus 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

Density 

Dewey Lake  
1.5 x 1010 Pa 

(2.18 x 106 psi) 0.25 
2160 kg/m3 
(135 lb/ft3) 

Rustler 
2.0 x 1010 Pa 

(2.90 x 106 psi) 
0.30 

2160 kg/m3 
(135 lb/ft3) 

 

The Salado formation, including the McNutt Potash zone, was modeled as rate-dependent 
material using a power law creep model.  The components of the inelastic creep strain 
rate for the power law creep model can be described by the following equation. 

 

c c
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The mechanical properties used for the salt (and potash) material are shown in Tables 3 
and 4.  The creep model representing the salt also incorporates a temperature effect 
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through the exponential term, 
Q

RTe


.  A linear thermal gradient of gradT  along with a 

reference temperature of refT  and corresponding reference depth of refy  was employed to 

specify the temperature profile in the Salado formation.  The values of the thermal 
parameters are given in Table 5.  The temperatures were treated as time independent 
variables in these analyses (T = f(y)). 

Table 3.  Salt/Potash Properties used in Calculations 

Material 
Young’s 
Modulus 

Poisson’s 
Ratio 

Density  

Salt/Potash 
3.1 x 1010 Pa 

(4.50 x 106 psi) 0.25 
2160 kg/m3 
(135 lb/ft3) 

 

 

Table 4.  Secondary Creep Properties used in Calculations 

Material Structure Factor (A) 
Stress 

Exponent 
(N) 

Salt/Potash 4.48 x 10-38 (PaN·sec)-1 5.0 

 
 

Table 5.  Thermal Input used in Calculations 

Material 
Reference 
Depth( yref) 

Reference 
Temperature 

(Tref) 

Gradient
(Tgrad) 

Q/R 

Salt/Potash 
-650 m 

 (-2132.6 ft) 

 
300.15 K 

(27C) 
0.01 K/ m 5033 K 

Note: R is the universal gas constant = 1.987  cal/K-mole and Q is an experimental constant = 10000 cal/mole 

 
 

2.1.2.3. Slip Interface Definitions and Parameters 
It is important to define a few conventions used in the modeling activities.  In these 
numerical models, the slip interfaces or contact surfaces are defined by an upper and 
lower surface.  Slip is defined as the relative displacement between slave nodes on the 
lower surface relative to master nodes on the upper surface.  The regions were discretized 
such that the master and slave nodes have the same coordinates at the beginning of the 
simulation.  Positive slip occurs when a slave node on the lower surface moves to the 
right relative to the master node on the top surface.  Negative slip occurs when a slave 
node on the lower surface moves to the left relative to the corresponding master node on 
the top surface.  According to the Coulomb friction model used in these simulations, the 
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maximum allowable shear stress is linearly dependent on the normal stress acting at the 
point.  Slip occurs when the shear stress on the interface equals the allowable shear stress.  
JAS3D uses an iterative procedure to ensure that all interface nodes satisfy the frictional 
constraints of the Coulomb model as well as satisfying the equilibrium conditions for the 
internal and external forces at the end of a load step.  Since gravity stresses are included 
in these calculations the normal stresses acting on the interfaces are greater on the lower 
marker beds than the upper ones.  Beyond the boundaries of the mined region the amount 
of slip that would be expected would be lower on the deeper marker beds because of the 
increased normal stresses at those locations. 

Eleven slip interfaces, corresponding to the locations of the marker beds, were included 
in these analyses.  All slip interfaces were modeled with a constant coefficient of friction 
of 0.2.  This value of friction coefficient is, again, consistent with that used in the 
treatment of marker beds in the numerical models that were used for validation against 
experimental room data for the WIPP (Munson and DeVries, 1990; Munson et. al, 1990; 
Munson, 1997).  The interfaces were not allowed to separate.  The sensitivity of interface 
slip to different friction coefficients and the potential for separation and its effect on 
regional slip is evaluated in Section 3.1.3 for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine. 

2.1.3. Plane Strain Model of a Mine 

2.1.3.1. Simulation of Mining  
In order to simulate the mining of potash, a numerical approach was employed in which 
the constitutive behavior of the element was modified when the element was identified as 
having been mined.  By specifying the starting location of the mine and the rate of 
mining, each element centroid in the mine region was compared to the location of the 
advancing mining front.  Thus an element in the mine region can be identified by its 
state: either pre-mined or mined.  When the mining front reaches the mine element 
centroid the element was switched from state = pre-mined to state = mined. 

Prior to the arrival of the mining front (state = pre-mined) the mine material was assumed 
to be elastic with material properties representative of salt (Table 3).  However, once an 
element’s state was changed to mined, the material behavior was changed to that of an 
inelastic material with a non-linear pressure-volume strain response.  The deviatoric 
behavior in the inelastic model was assumed to be elastic/perfectly plastic with a low 
yield stress (~.1 MPa).  The low yield strength in shear implies that the mined element 
will not sustain significant shear stress. The constitutive models for both states were 
assumed to be rate independent. 

The pressure-volume strain curve used to describe the response of the material in the 
mined state was determined from a computational simulation of a hydrostatic test using a 
constitutive model for crushed salt.  The constitutive model for crushed salt (Sjaardema 
and Krieg, 1987) was originally developed for analyzing the consolidation of backfilled 
shafts and drifts at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP).  The crushed salt model used 
an assumed initial porosity ( 0 ) and deforms toward a fully compact state (i.e. 0  ) 

under the action of a compressive confining stress.  The pressure-volume strain curve 
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obtained from the crushed salt model simulation was then used to define the volumetric 
response of the elements in the mined state.  This pressure-volume strain curve is shown 
in Figure 2.1.5 where pressure (P) and volume strain ( v ) are defined by  

0

1
( )

3

ln

xx yy zz

v

P   




   

 
  

 

 

, ,xx yy zz   are the normal components of the true or Cauchy stress tensor and 0 and    

are the current and initial mass density of the mined elements.  Using the intact density  
3

int 2160 /kg m  and the assumed initial porosity of 0 0.75   yields the initial 

density 3 3
0 0 int(1 ) (1 .75)(2160 / ) 540 /kg m kg m       .  The mined element will 

attain the intact density at a natural or logarithmic volume strain of 1.39. 

2.1.3.2. 1000 Foot Mine Model 

2.1.3.2.1. Finite Element (FE) Mesh 

A Cartesian coordinate system was employed in these analyses oriented with the positive 
X axis pointing to the right and the positive Y axis pointed upward.  The origin of the 
coordinate system was located at the top of the Dewey Lake formation halfway between 
the left and right mesh boundaries.  The mesh was symmetric about the Y axis.  The 
plane strain assumption was enforced in the 3D model by specifying the out of plane 
displacements (displacement components in Z direction) to be zero.  The finite element 
discretization used in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine calculation consisted of 52668 
eight-node uniform strain elements.  There were a total of 396 elements in each row of 
the mesh and 133 rows.  The elements corresponding to the region to be mined were 12.2 
m (40 ft) in the X direction and 3.05 m (10 ft) in the Y direction for a total of 132 mine 
elements in the 1.6 km (1 mile) mine excavation model and 66 mine elements in the 0.8 
km (0.5 mile) mine excavation model.  Outside the mine region the vertical discretization 
was approximately 6.1 m (20 ft); however, all regions between potential sliding interfaces 
had at least 4 elements through the thickness in order to capture bending of the layers.  
Figure 2.1.6 illustrates a portion of the finite element mesh used in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) 
deep mine (1.6 km or 1 mile excavation case) calculations. 

2.1.3.2.2. Boundary Conditions 

The following kinematic (or displacement) boundary conditions were specified for nodes 
on the mesh boundaries  

1) Left and right boundaries: no displacement in X direction 

2) Bottom boundary: no displacement in Y direction. 
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3) Front and back boundaries: no displacement in Z direction. 

These locations of the specified boundary conditions are shown in Figure 2.1.7. 

2.1.3.2.3. Initial Stress and Temperature Conditions 

Initial stress in the vertical or Y direction were assigned to the elements according to their 
distances (y) measured from the top of the Dewey Lake formation to the Y centroid of the 
element.  The gravitation constant (g) with a value 9.8066 m/s2 (32.2 ft/s2) was used to 

assign the vertical stresses  y  due to body forces.  In accordance with the tension 

positive convention used in JAS3D, a negative sign indicates compressive stress.  Since 
all materials were assumed to have a density of 2160 kg/m3 (135 lb/ft3), corresponding to 
a vertical stress gradient of 21263 Pa/m (0.94 psi/ft), the vertical stress at a location y 
meters from the top of the Dewey Lake is simply 

   3 22160 / 9.8066 / secy gy kg m m y    

Using this relationship the vertical stress at the elevation of the mine (y = -1000 ft = -
304.8 m) was 

   3 2 62160 / 9.8066 / sec ( 304.8 ) 6.46 10y kg m m m Pa       (-937 psi) 

The lateral stresses in the non-salt upper regions (Dewey Lake and Rustler) were 

computed using the elastic uniaxial strain relationship
1x z y

  


 


, where υ is 

Poisson’s ratio.  In the Salado formation (including the McNutt) the initial stresses were 
assumed to be isotropic and equal to the vertical stress. 

The temperatures in the Salado formation increased linearly with depth according to the 
information given in Table 5.  For the 304.8 m (1000 ft) mine the temperatures at the top 
and bottom of the Salado were 71.6 F (22.0 C) and 79.5 F (26.4 C), respectively. 

 

2.1.3.3. 2000 foot mine model 

2.1.3.3.1. Finite Element (FE) Mesh 

The same Cartesian coordinate system described above was used in these analyses for the 
609.6 m (2000 ft) mine.  The finite element discretization used in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep mine calculation consisted of 49500 eight-node uniform strain elements.  There 
were a total of 396 elements in each row of the mesh and 125 rows.  The elements 
corresponding to the region to be mined were 12.2 m (40 ft) in the X direction and 3.05 m 
(10 ft) in the Y direction for a total of 132 mine elements in the 1.6 km (1 mile) mine 
excavation model and 66 mine elements in the 0.8 km (0.5 mile) mine excavation model.  
Outside the mine region the vertical discretization was approximately 12.2 m (40 ft) and 
as before, all regions between potential sliding interfaces had at least 4 elements through 
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the thickness in order to capture bending of the layers.  Figure 2.1.8 illustrates a portion 
of the finite element mesh used in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine (1.6 km or 1 mile 
excavation case) calculations. 

2.1.3.3.2. Boundary Conditions 

The same kinematic boundary conditions described in Section 2.1.3.2.2 for the 304.8 m 
(1000 ft) mine and illustrated in Figure 2.1.7 were used in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine 
calculations. 

2.1.3.3.3. Initial Stress and Temperature Conditions 

The same methods of initial stress specification described in Section 2.1.3.2.3 were used 
in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine calculations.  At the elevation of the mine (y = -2000 ft = -
609.6 m), the initial vertical stress was 612.9 10 Pa  (-1871 psi). 

For the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine the temperatures at the top and bottom of the Salado were 
74.3 F (23.5 C) and 87.6 F (30.9 C), respectively. 
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Figure 2.1.1. Stratigraphy Used in 304.8 m (1000 ft) Deep Mine 
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Figure 2.1.2. Stratigraphy Used in 609.6 m (2000 ft) Deep Mine 
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Figure 2.1.3. Location of Marker Beds in 304.8 m (1000 ft) Deep Mine 

(refer to Table 1 for elevations of marker beds) 
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Figure 2.1.4. Location of Marker Beds in 609.6 m (2000 ft) Deep Mine 

(refer to Table 1 for elevations of marker beds)
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Figure 2.1.5.  Volumetric Response to Compaction of Mine Excavation 
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Figure 2.1.6.  FE Mesh Details for a Portion of the 304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Model: 1 Mile Excavation Case 
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Figure 2.1.7.  Kinematic Boundary Conditions Used in All Global Mine Excavation Models
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Figure 2.1.8.  FE Mesh Details for a Portion of the 609.6 m (2000 ft) Mine Model: 1 Mile Excavation Case 
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2.2.  Wellbore Model 
 
A second model, the Wellbore Model, examines the resulting impacts from the Global 
Mine Excavation Model on a wellbore casing (or casings).  A vertical slice through a 
representative wellbore is shown schematically in Figure 2.2.1.  The model includes steel 
casing(s); cement surrounding the casing(s); and formation rock around everything.  
Displacement boundary conditions arising from slippage along the interbeds in the 
Global Mine Excavation Model are imposed on the boundaries of the Wellbore Model to 
simulate shearing and parting along a bedding plane cutting through the well axis.  The 
bedding is treated as a “slip surface” at the top or bottom of a layer.  The results of this 
model are used to evaluate the potential for casing and cement damage, and to assess the 
state of stress in the surrounding formation rock.   

2.2.1. Assumptions 
 
There were various assumptions made in developing this model that need to be 
highlighted: 

 only two specific cases of what are understood to be generic, but typical, existing 
well completion scenarios (one single cased and one double cased) were 
examined; 

 in these, the casing is assumed to be perfectly centered in the borehole and 
bonded to the cement (asymmetry of the casing within the borehole would result 
in a thinner cement annulus on one side relative to the other, with unknown but 
potentially debilitating effects on the overall strength of the composite, 
casing/cement, cross-section); 

 the cement is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the surrounding rock formation; 

 all materials are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, 

 the cement can be adequately represented using “Conventional Strength Portland 
Concrete” properties, particularly for post-yield response (e.g., can carry 
compressive stresses but not tensile stresses, etc.); 

 no account for hardening, post-yield, in the steel is considered (an 
elastic/perfectly-plastic material model is used); 

 the bedding is treated as a planar “contact surface” which is consistent with in 
which these were modeled in validation against experimental room data for the 
WIPP (Munson and DeVries, 1990; Munson et. al, 1990; Munson, 1997); and 
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 loading from the slippage on the contact surface induced by the Global Mine 
Excavation Model and initial stresses in the configuration are the only loadings 
considered. 

2.2.2. Idealization of the Wellbore Section 
 
The 3D idealized wellbore configuration for the single casing simulations is shown in 
Figure 2.2.2.  Overall the model extends 15 wellbore diameters (15 Ф) in the vertical and 
horizontal directions.   Invoking symmetry, only half of the cylindrical configuration 
need be included. 

For the single casing model, a single specific example has been analyzed for this study; a 
35.7 kg/m (24 lb/ft) K55 casing in a 0.2794 m (11 in.) borehole.  Thus, as shown in the 
zoomed portion of the figure (the upper materials have been removed for clarity), the 
wellbore diameter is assumed to be 0.2794 m (11 in.) and the casing has an outer 
diameter of 0.2191 m (8 5/8 in.).  The wall thickness used for the casing was 6.71 mm 
(0.264 in.).   From the wellbore and outer casing dimensions, the resulting cement 
thickness used was 30.2 mm (1 3/16 in.). 

The 3D idealized wellbore configuration for the double casing simulations is shown in 
Figure 2.2.3.  Once again, the overall model extends 15 wellbore diameters (15 Ф) in the 
vertical and horizontal directions.  As was the case for the single casing model, a single 
specific example of a double casing situation has been analyzed for this study; a 35.7 
kg/m (24 lb/ft) K55 casing, concentric within a 71.4 kg/m (48 lb/ft) K55 casing, within a 
0.445 m (17 1/2 in.) borehole. 

Thus, as shown in the zoomed portion of the figure (the upper materials have again been 
removed for clarity), the wellbore diameter for this case is assumed to be 0.4445 m (17 
1/2 in.).  The inner casing has an outer diameter of 0.2191 m (8 5/8 in.) and the outer 
casing having an outer diameter of 0.3397 m (13 3/8 in.).  The wall thicknesses used for 
the two casings were 6.71 mm (0.264 in.) for the inner casing and 8.38 mm (0.33 in.) for 
the outer casing.   From the wellbore and outer casing dimensions, the resulting cement 
thicknesses used were 52.39 mm (2 1/16 in.) for the outer ring of cement and 51.94 mm 
(2.045 in.) for the inner ring. 

2.2.2.1. Materials 
The three materials comprising the wellbore configuration, namely the steel, cement, and 
surrounding rock were modeled numerically using three different constitutive models.  
The K55 steel was modeled with an elastic-plastic constitutive model.  The cement was 
modeled with the Sandia Geomodel, a generalized cap-plasticity model.  The surrounding 
formation was modeled as an elastic material. 
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2.2.2.2. Constitutive Models/Parameters 
The elastic-plastic model used here is based on a standard von Mises type yield condition 
and uses combined kinematic and isotropic hardening, in the most general case.  This 
model is widely used in many finite element computer programs and the many details of 
its derivation and implementation are scattered throughout the literature (e.g., Krieg and 
Krieg, 1977 and Schreyer et. al, 1979).  Flanagan and Taylor, 1989, provide details of the 
model, as implemented within the SNL codes.  For purposes of the calculations herein, 
hardening was not allowed, thereby rendering the model to be elastic perfectly-plastic.  
Table 6 shows the K55 steel material parameters used in the calculations for the elastic-
plastic model. 

Table 6.  Elastic-Plastic Material Model Parameters used for K55 Steel 

Young’s 
Modulus, E 

Poisson’s
Ratio,  

Yield Stress 


(Isotropic/Kinematic 
Hardening Parameter)

Hardening 
Modulus 

1.999x1011 Pa 
(29.0x106 psi) 

0.33 
4.277x108 Pa
(62,000 psi) 

0.5 0.0 

 

The overarching goal of the Sandia Geomodel developed by Fossum and Brannon is to 
provide a unified general-purpose constitutive model that can be used for any geological 
or rock-like material that is predictive over a wide range of porosities and strain rates.  
The details of the Sandia Geomodel, which is implemented in JAS3D, are provided in 
Fossum and Brannon, 2004.  Being a unified theory, the Sandia Geomodel can 
simultaneously model multiple failure mechanisms or it can duplicate simpler idealized 
yield models such as classic Von Mises plasticity and Mohr-Coulomb failure (by using 
only a small subset of the available parameters).  For natural geomaterials, as well as for 
some engineered materials (e.g., ceramics and concretes), common features are the 
presence of microscale flaws, such as porosity, and networks of microcracks.  The former 
(microscale flaws) permit inelasticity even in purely hydrostatic loading.  The latter 
(networks of microcracks) lead to low strength in the absence of confining pressure and 
to noticeable nonlinear elasticity, rate-sensitivity, and differences in material deformation 
under triaxial extension when compared to triaxial compression.  Simpler models that do 
not include this phenomenology are incapable of accurately predicting the response of 
rock-like materials such as the cement. 

Because of lack of actual data on Lite/Class C cement to generate the appropriate 
parameters for the Sandia Geomodel, the cement material response in the calculations 
was modeled using the parameters given in Fossum and Brannon, 2004, Appendix B for 
“Conventional Strength Portland Concrete.”  Table 7 shows the material parameters for 
the Sandia Geomodel used in the calculations to simulate the cement.  The parameters B0 
and G0 given in the table correspond to the elastic bulk and shear modulus, respectively.  
These values convert to a corresponding Young’s modulus, E, of 18.405 GPa (2.67x106 
psi) and Poisson’s ratio, , of 0.22, which is on the order of the elastic properties for a 
Lite/Class C cement (E=3.8x106 psi and =0.19).  While it is recognized that the simulant 
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contains aggregate and is a different material than Lite/Class C cement, from a purely 
elastic response point-of-view, the Sandia Geomodel and parameters used should 
adequately simulate the cement.  The post-yield response of this representation for the 
cement is dictated by the remaining parameters below as determined for a Conventional 
Strength Portland Concrete with an initial porosity of ~6.5%.  The unconfined 
compressive strength for this concrete is 27.6 MPa (4,000 psi). 

Table 7. Sandia Geomodel Parameters used for Cement 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 

B0 
1.0954x1010 Pa 
(1.59x106 psi) 

A1 
4.26455x108 Pa

(61,900 psi) 
CTPS 

1.0x106 Pa 
(145 psi) 

B1 0.0 Pa A2 
7.51x10-10 Pa-1 
(5.18x10-6 psi-1) 

T1 0.0 s 

B2 0.0 Pa A3 
4.19116x108 Pa

(60,800 psi) 
T2 0.0 s-1 

B3 0.0 Pa A4 1.0x10-10 Radians T3 0.0 

B4 0.0 P0 
-1.95520x108 Pa

(-28,400 psi) 
T4 0.0 s-1 

G0 
7.5434x109 Pa 
(1.09x106 psi) 

P1 
1.2354x10-9 Pa-1

(8.52x10-6 psi-1) 
T5 0.0 Pa 

G1 0.0 P2 0.0 Pa-2 T6 0.0 s 

G2 0.0 Pa-1 P3 0.065714 T7 0.0 Pa-1 

G3 0.0 Pa CR 12.0 J3TYPE 3 

G4 0.0 RK 1.0 A2PF 0.0 Pa-1 

RJS 0.0 m RN 0.0 Pa A4PF 0.0 Radians 

RKS 0.0 Pa/m HC 0.0 Pa CRPF 0.0 

RKN 0.0 Pa/m CTI1 
3.0x106 Pa 
(435 psi) 

RKPF 0.0 

    
SUBX 0.0 

 

The surrounding material was assumed to be within the Salado Formation; hence the 
material was modeled as salt.  Because the slippage at the interbeds in the Global Mine 
Excavation Model occurs over a relatively short time-frame (less than a year), the 
material was modeled as a time-independent elastic material.  The elastic parameters used 
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for the salt were E=31.0 GPa (4.495x106 psi) and =0.25, as recommended in Krieg, 
1984. 

2.2.2.3. Contact Surface Parameters 
A contact surface was used to model the interbed in the surrounding rock; the cement and 
casing were continuous as they pass through the interbed.  As was the case with the 
contact surfaces used in the Global Mine Excavation Model, this contact surface is 
modeled such that if    then no slip occurs and if    then slip takes place and 

  is limited to this value (  ).  In the foregoing,   is the shear stress acting across the 

interbed,   is the stress normal to the interbed, and  is the coefficient of friction in the 
interbed.  The friction coefficient used on the contact surface was a value of 0.2, which is 
consistent with the baseline value used in the Global Mine Excavation Model.  
Furthermore, it should be noted that this value of friction coefficient is also consistent 
with that used for model validation of the WIPP experimental rooms (Munson and 
DeVries, 1990; Munson et. al, 1990; Munson, 1997). 

2.2.3. Three-Dimensional Computational Model of the Wellbore 

2.2.3.1. Approaches Considered in Modeling 
In the process of developing the Wellbore Model, several approaches were assessed for 
viability in performing the numerical simulations.  These differed mainly in how initial 
and boundary conditions on the idealized configuration should be incorporated and what 
types of loading were meaningful and appropriate.  For example, should the top of the 
model have an applied normal traction or should it be prevented from displacing in the 
normal direction; should initial stresses in the surrounding formation be included; should 
the marker beds have a finite thickness versus how they have been typically modeled for 
WIPP applications (e.g. Munson and DeVries, 1990; Munson et. al, 1990; Munson, 
1997), as infinitely thin; etc.?  Ultimately, the models described in the subsections below 
were adopted and used to model the single and double casing situations. 

2.2.3.2. Single Casing 
The 3D computational mesh of the idealized wellbore configuration for the single casing 
simulations is shown in Figure 2.2.4.  The boundary conditions used in the simulations 
are also shown.  Essentially, the perimeter of the surrounding formation below the 
interbed was fixed against displacing in a direction normal to it.  The perimeter of the 
surrounding formation above the interbed was prescribed to move in the X-direction, 
only, as a function of time (as indicated by the arrow) to simulate the interbed slippage.  
The displacement in the X-direction was linearly increased from zero to a value of 25 
mm (~1.0 in) over the simulation period.  In addition, for this upper portion, no Z-
displacement was allowed along the side and no Y-displacement was allowed on top. 
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In addition to the imposed interbed slippage, the surrounding formation and the cement 
were assumed to have an initial stress equal to the lithostatic stress at a depth of 160 m 
(486.4 ft).  This is consistent with the nominal depth of Marker Bed 101 in the 304.8m 
(1000 ft) deep mine.  The maximum slip occurs at this depth per the Global Mine 
Excavation Model (Section 3.1).  Thus the vertical stress was computed by using the 
weight of the overburden at this depth, assuming a nominal value of 22,620 Pa/m (1 
psi/ft), and the horizontal stresses were also set equal to the same value.  The 
computational finite element mesh contained ~612,000 elements and ~636,000 nodes. 

2.2.3.2. Double Casing 
The 3D computational mesh of the idealized wellbore configuration for the double casing 
simulations is shown in Figure 2.2.5.  The boundary conditions used in the simulations 
are also shown, and are identical to the ones used for the single casing simulations 
described above.  Similarly, the same initial stresses as described above for the single 
casing model were used for the double casing model.  For the double casing model, the 
computational finite element mesh contained ~791,000 elements and ~818,000 nodes. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2.1.  Schematic of Wellbore Model.  
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Figure 2.2.2.  Idealized 3D Configuration for Single Casing Model 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2.3. Idealized 3D Configuration for Double Casing Model 
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Figure 2.2.4.  Computational Mesh and Boundary Conditions on Idealized 
3D Configuration for Single Casing Model 
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Figure 2.2.5.  Computational Mesh and Boundary Conditions on Idealized 
3D Configuration for Double Casing Model  
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3.  Results 

3.1. Global Mine Excavation Model Results 
The results presented in this section provide estimates of the magnitude of slip, as a 
function of distance from the mine edges.  The plane strain model is representative of the 
case where the mine is large in the out-of-plane direction (Z).  The plane strain 
configuration used in these analyses would be expected to provide greater slip 
magnitudes when compared to general three dimensional simulations provided all other 
model attributes (e.g. mine length and constitutive properties) are the same. 

These results in conjunction with the analysis of wellbore response described in Section 
3.2 will be used to provide information on standoff distances between potash mines and 
oil and gas wells. 

For each of the mine depths (304.8 m or 1000ft and 609.6 m or 2000 ft), the mining rate 
and length of mine excavation were varied to see what effect these variables have on the 
slip magnitude.  Each calculation simulated a time period of 25 years from the start of 
mining.  The 25 year time period was sufficient to capture all significant mining and 
subsidence related deformation. 

In these simulations, mining occurs from left to right so interface slip at points located to 
the left of the mine excavation are those presented in the mining away from well 
scenario and those to the right of the mine edge are presented in the mining towards the 
well scenario. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 3.1.1.   

The data processing steps used to produce the magnitude of slip versus distance are the 
same for each of the mine models.  First, the slip at each interface node is recorded over 
the 25 year simulation time.  Since the direction of slip, as indicated by the sign (positive 
or negative), may vary with position and time it is necessary to choose the absolute 
maximum slip at each node location.  This is carried out in the following sequence of 
steps.  From these results a maximum slip envelope can be determined.   

 Step 1) For each node on a marker bed interface, store the maximum (Smax) and 
the minimum (Smin) values of slip during the 25 year simulation time period. 

 Step 2) For each node on marker bed interface, calculate the absolute maximum 

slip,  max minmax ,S S .  Note that in this step the direction of the maximum slip is 

disregarded because the result is always non-negative. 

 Step 3) For each mine excavation length and excavation rate, calculate the 
absolute maximum slip versus distance from the edges of the excavation over all marker 
beds. 
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 Step 4) Calculate the absolute maximum slip over all combinations of mine 
excavation lengths and excavation rates.  This is the maximum slip envelope that will be 
used to determine the standoff distances between mine and wells. 

3.1.1.  1000 foot mine model 
The results shown in Figures 3.1.2 through 3.1.7 are based on the case of a 1.6 km (1 
mile) mine excavation with excavation rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year).  Figure 3.1.2 
illustrates the interface slip calculated for MB 101, the uppermost marker bed included in 
the models.  The individual curves represent the slip on this marker bed at times equal to 
0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and 25 years.  It is clear that slip continues at some locations 
near the edge of the mined region even after the end of mining due to the creep of the 
Salado salt formation; however, the rate of slip is decreasing. The locations 
approximately 300 m (984 ft) beyond the edge of the mine boundaries do not slip after 
the excavation is complete at 1 year. 

Figure 3.1.3 shows the maximum slip calculated for MB 101 (step 1 above) as a function 
of distance from the left  boundary of the mesh (X = -3.2 km = -2 miles).  This figure 
illustrates the regions where the maximum slip is positive and negative.  For this marker 
bed the predicted maximum slip occurs near the start and end of the excavation though 
the simulations also predict that there is significant slip over a large region directly above 
the mined area for this marker bed.  There are two locations at which the maximum slip 
shows a large jump.  The first occurs approximately 2800 m (9186 ft) and the second 
occurs at 4100 m (13451 ft) from the left mesh boundary.  These locations correspond to 
points where the slip changes direction or sign and indicates a location where the 
maximum slip is effectively zero.   

Figure 3.1.4 shows the absolute maximum slip calculated for MB 101 (step 2 above).   
All the slip magnitudes in this figure are now positive and the direction of slip recorded 
in Figure 3.1.3 has been effectively removed from the figure.  The direction of slip is not 
important to the well casing analysis as only the magnitude of slip is needed.  For this 
marker bed the maximum calculated slip in the region over the excavation varies between 
0.14 m (0.46 ft) and 0.55 m (1.8 ft).  

Figure 3.1.5 shows the absolute maximum slip on all the marker beds for the 1.6 km (1 
mile) mine excavation with excavation rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year).  It is clear from 
Figure 3.1.5 that the slip at nearly every location on MB 101 is greater than the slip at any 
corresponding location for the other marker beds. 

Figure 3.1.6 is the maximum slip envelope (step 3 above) for the mining towards the well 
scenario and Figure 3.1.7 is the maximum slip envelope for the mining away from the 
well case for the case of a 1.6 km (1 mile) mine excavation with excavation rate of 1.6 
km/year (1 mile/year).  

It is now possible to examine the effect of mine excavation length and mining rate on the 
maximum slip envelope for the mining towards and mining away from the well scenarios.  
These comparisons are provided in Figures 3.1.8 and 3.1.9.  These figures show that 
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close to the mine face the 0.8 km (0.5 mile) mine excavation cases give larger slip while 
further away the 1.6 km (1 mile) mine excavation provides larger slip magnitudes.  For 
the mining towards the well scenario (Figure 3.1.8), the slower mining rate (0.48 km/year 
or 0.3 miles/year)  simulations produce greater slip close to the mine face but beyond 400 
m (1312 ft) the differences do not appear to be significant.  For the mining away from the 
well scenario (Figure 3.1.9) the higher mining rate simulations produce greater slip close 
to the mine face but little difference beyond 400 m (1312 ft).  In general, at distances 
greater than about 300 m (984 ft) from the mine face the larger mine excavations produce 
the greater slip. 

Finally, the maximum slip envelope can be determined by taking the maximum slip over 
the four mining length and mining rate scenarios.  These results are presented in Figure 
3.1.10 for the cases of mining towards and mining away from the well.  From the edge of 
the mine to about 140 m (459 ft) there is not much difference when comparing the mining 
away and mining towards the well cases.  Beyond 140 m (459 ft) greater slip is calculated 
for the mining towards the well case. 

While this study has primarily focused on slip occurring away from the mined area it 
must be noted that there is substantial slip predicted in the area directly over the 
excavation.  This poses questions about the impact of interface slip on the existing wells 
in regions where mining has already occurred. 

3.1.2.  2000 foot mine model 
These results shown in Figures 3.1.11 and 3.1.12 are based on the case of a 1.6 km (1 
mile) long 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine with excavation rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year).  
Figure 3.1.11 illustrates the interface slip calculated for MB 101.  As was the case in the 
304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine simulation, the predicted maximum slip on this marker bed 
occurs near the start and end of the excavation.  There are some notable differences in the 
predicted slip along MB 101 when comparing the mines at the two depths (compare with 
Figures 3.1.2 for the 304.8 m, or 1000 ft, deep mine case).  For example, for locations to 
the left of the left most edge of mine, the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine shows a definite 
transition point separating positive and negative slip magnitudes, corresponding to 
different slip directions, while the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine model predicts only negative 
slip approaching the edge of the mine.  At the other edge of the mine there is a transition 
point between positive and negative slip for both 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep mine cases though the absolute magnitude of slip is reduced in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep mine case.  Another difference that can be observed is that directly over the 609.6 m 
(2000 ft) deep mine the maximum positive slip on MB 101 increases with time while in 
the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine the maximum positive slip decreases between 0.25 and 1 
year but increases after 1 year. 

Figure 3.1.12 shows the absolute maximum slip on all of the marker beds.  Figure 3.1.12 
shows that the slip on MB 101 at nearly every location outside the mine boundaries is 
greater than the slip at any corresponding location for the other marker beds.  This result 
is similar to that seen in Figure 3.1.5 for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine. Above the 
mine excavation a maximum slip of approximately 1.4 m (4.6 ft) occurs on MB 109 in a 
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region near the center of the mine while in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine the maximum 
slip was approximately 0.55 m (1.8 ft) on MB 101 and occurred near the edges of the 
mine. 

Figure 3.1.13 is the maximum slip envelope (step 3 above) for the mining towards the 
well scenario.  This figure illustrates the effect of mine length and mining rate for the 
609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine case.  The lower excavation rates (0.48 km/year, or 0.3 
miles/year) for both the 0.8 km (0.5 mile) and 1.6 km (1 mile) mines produce greater slip 
out to about 550 m (1804 ft) from the mine edge than the higher 1.6 km/year (1 
mile/year) excavation rate.  Beyond about 550 m (1804 ft) the 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine 
excavated at a rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year) produces the most slip. 

Figure 3.1.14 is the maximum slip envelope for the mining away from the well scenario.  
For this scenario, the larger mine length and excavation rates produce the greatest slip 
magnitudes for all distances. 

Figures 3.1.15 combines the results for the various cases shown in Figures 3.1.13 and 
3.1.14 to two maximum slip envelopes, one for the mining towards well case and one for 
the mining away from the well case, for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine case.  For all 
distances the mining towards the well case produces greater slip. 

Figures 3.1.16 and 3.1.17 illustrate the comparison of the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m 
(2000 ft) cases.  Figure 3.1.16 shows that within 450 m (1476 ft) from the mine 
boundaries the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine model produces greater slip magnitudes for both 
the mining towards and mining away from the well scenarios compared to the 304.8 m 
(1000 ft) mine model.  Figure 3.1.17 is a view of the results for distances between 500 m 
(1640 ft) and 1200 m (3937 ft) from the mine boundaries.  The 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep 
mine model, mining towards well scenario, produces the greatest distance from the mine 
boundary before no slip is calculated.  The slope discontinuity for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep mine, mining towards the well case, occurring at approximately 550 m (1804 ft) is 
due to a transition from the 0.48 km/year (0.3 mile/year) excavation rate case being the 
dominant one to the 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year) case being the dominant slip predictor both 
being for the 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine excavation cases. 

3.1.3.  Sensitivity of Slip Results to Variations of Friction Coefficient and 
Interface Separation 
All of the results shown in the Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 were obtained using a coefficient 
of friction equal to 0.2.  In addition, in all of these calculations the marker bed interfaces 
were not allowed to separate.  In this section we examine separately the impact of 
selecting higher values of the friction coefficient and allowing interface surface 
separation and the resulting impact these choices have on the interface slip envelope.  For 
these comparisons the 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine located 304.8 m (1000 ft) below the 
surface and excavated in 1 year has been taken as the base case to which the slip results 
from these parameter variation calculations will be compared. 
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3.1.3.1. Coefficient of Friction 
Additional simulations using constant coefficient of friction values of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 
were performed.  Interface separation was not allowed in these calculations.  The slip 
envelopes for the mining away and towards the well cases are shown in Figures 3.1.18 
and 3.1.19 respectively.  From the results shown in these figures it can be concluded that 
when the friction coefficient is increased, less slip is predicted and the distance to the 
location of no slip is reduced.  These results agree with our expectation that increased 
frictional resistance would reduce the amount of slip. 

3.1.3.2. Interface Separation 
In this calculation the friction coefficient was set to the baseline value of 0.2 but no 
tension was allowed to develop on the marker bed thus allowing the marker beds to 
separate.  Figures 3.1.20 (mining towards the well) and 3.1.21 (mining away from the 
well) compare the slip envelope computed when interface separation was allowed to the 
case where separation was not allowed.  Allowing interface separation is seen to reduce 
the amount of slip calculated and the reduction is more significant in the mining towards 
the well case. 

3.1.4.  Comparison with Field Observations 
Currently there are no reported field measurements of interface slip from the potash mine 
area that can be used to validate these model results.  However, it may be useful to 
compare the numerical predictions with typical observations of field behavior to provide 
some confidence that the global behavior of the model is similar to that observed in the 
typical potash mine region.  Figure 3.1.22 illustrates some of the measurable quantities 
that have been reported in the literature.  These include ground surface strains, 
subsidence profile, and the angles of break and draw. 

3.1.4.1. Ground Surface Subsidence and Angle of Draw 
Ground surface subsidence occurs over large mined areas.  Over regions where pillars 
remain and the material extraction ratio is low the observed subsidence is small, typically 
a few inches.  However, over areas that have been retreat mined, with extraction ratios 
frequently over 75 percent, the subsidence can be greater than two thirds of the mine 
height.  Ground surface subsidence typically continues for 1 to 3 years after mining has 
completed with the rate of subsidence decreasing after mining ceases. 

Figure 3.1.23 illustrates the shape of the calculated subsidence trough after 25 years for 
the 1.6 km (1 mile) long, 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine excavated in 1 year.  This figure 
only shows the Dewey Lake formation and the displacements have been magnified by a 
factor of 100.  The locations of the mine boundary and the areas of tensile (positive 
values) and compressive (negative values) horizontal normal stress have been indentified.  
The regions of maximum tensile stresses, shown with red contours, occur at the surface 
just outside the mine boundaries.  These are the regions where surface cracks would be 
expected to be seen.  The characteristic tensile and compressive regions are similar for all 
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mine lengths and mining rate combinations; however, the specific magnitudes of the 
stresses are different for each case. 

Figure 3.1.24 shows the evolution of subsidence for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep, 1.6 km 
(1 mile) long mine excavated in 1 year, expressed as a percentage of the initial mine 
height (3.05 m, or 10 ft).  Figures 3.1.25 and 3.1.26 show the influence of mining rate on 
the subsidence at 25 years for the 0.8 km (0.5 mile) and 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine 
excavations.   The 0.8 km (0.5 mile) mine does not show the region of near constant 
subsidence exhibited by the longer mine and the maximum subsidence is somewhat 
smaller.  In general the impact of mining rate on the subsidence predicted at 25 years by 
the calculations appears small. 

Figure 3.1.27 shows the calculated evolution of subsidence for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep, 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine while Figures 3.1.28 and 3.1.29 show the influence of 
mining rate on the subsidence for the 0.8 km (0.5 mile) and 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine 
609.6 m (2000 ft) deep cases.  For all cases subsidence is essentially complete within a 
few years of the end of mining.  This is consistent with field experience. 

Figure 3.1.30 compares the subsidence for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
mine cases for the 1.6 km (1 mile) long mine excavated at a rate of 1.6 km/year (1 
mile/year) at 25 years.  A portion of the ground surface outside the mine boundaries is 
predicted to rise up (indicated by positive values of subsidence) in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) 
mine case.  This feature is not observed in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) mine results.  The 
subsidence trough for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine case is larger in lateral extent than 
that of the shallower 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine.  The maximum subsidence is a little 
greater for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine, 2.5 m (8.2 ft), versus 2.35 m (7.7 ft) in the 
304.8 m (1000 ft) mine.  In both cases the rate of subsidence decreases after the end of 
the one year mining phase in agreement with observations.  For the 609.6 m (2000 ft) 
deep mine, the these results suggest that the excavation would have to be greater than 1.6 
km (1 mile) in length for the subsidence trough to have a similar region of near constant 
subsidence seen in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) mine case.   

It is reasonable to ask what effect the choice of friction coefficient has on surface 
subsidence and this result is illustrated in Figure 3.1.31.  In this figure a comparison is 
made for the 1.6 km (1 mile) long, 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine excavated in 1 year using 
the friction factors 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8.  Also included in this figure are the results from the 
calculation where interface separation was allowed in conjunction with the coefficient of 
friction of 0.2 and another calculation where the interfaces were not allowed to slip or 
separate. From this figure it may be concluded that the choice of friction coefficient or 
interface treatment has only a minor effect on the calculated surface subsidence trough. 

As shown in Figure 3.1.22 the angle of draw is the angle measured from the vertical line 
at the edge of the mine excavation to the point on the ground surface at which the 
subsidence is essentially zero (from a practicality standpoint, zero is 0.01 ft ≈ 3 mm).  
From field measurements the angle of draw ranges from about 30 to 55 degrees.  
Examination of Figures 3.1.25 and 3.1.26 for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine cases and 
Figures 3.1.28 and 2.1.29 for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine cases show that the angle 
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of draw from the model is somewhat closer to 63 degrees than 55 degrees.  This estimate 
was based on visual estimation from the figures.  The difference between the model 
results and angles computed from field measurements is probably due to the use of an 
elastic constitutive model for the upper non salt materials. This is discussed further in 
Section 3.1.4.2. 

Through the use of the mining model described in Section 2.2.3.1, subsidence magnitudes 
produced by the model are consistent with field observations of subsidence.  If the 
excavated region had been treated as an empty cavity, the roof of the mine, in the 1.6 km 
(1 mile) excavations, would have come into contact with the floor and the maximum 
surface subsidence would have been approximately 3.05 m (10 ft).  While restricting the 
mine closure to approximately 75% of the initial mine height is consistent with typical 
subsidence observed above mines it also likely reduces the maximum calculated slip on 
the interfaces had the full 3.05 m (10 ft) of subsidence been allowed.   

3.1.4.2. Ground Surface Strain and Angle of Break 
Ground surface strain may be determined by establishing survey markers and measuring 
the change in horizontal distance between the markers as mining proceeds.  Figures 
3.1.34 and 3.1.35 show the surface strains computed for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 
m (2000 ft) deep mine cases.  Both of these figures are for 1.6 km (1 mile) long mines 
excavated in 1 year.  The strain profiles show the progression of a tensile region (positive 
strain) ahead of the mined region and thus the potential for surface cracks to appear as the 
mine excavation proceeds to the right. Within the boundaries of the excavation the 
surface strains are generally compressive.  

Tensile strains and stresses occur past the boundaries of the excavation as a result of 
bending of the surface layer as it subsides.  For simulation times after 1 year, when the 
excavation is complete, the maximum tensile strain decreases due to creep of the salt 
formation.  Figures 3.1.34 and 3.1.35 provide a close up view showing the surface strain 
variation for the mining towards the well surface locations.  Comparing these two figures 
it is seen that the maximum ground surface tensile strains are slightly greater in the 304.8 
m (1000 ft) deep mine case.  From the previous examination of surface subsidence we 
noted that the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine calculation predicted a local region of positive 
displacement not seen in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine.  This deformation pattern 
increases the magnitude of the tensile strains near the edge of the excavation in the 304.8 
m (1000 ft) deep mine.  Since the subsidence trough is larger in the deeper mine case the 
extent of tensile surface strains is also greater in the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mine model. 

Field observations have shown that the maximum tensile strain typically varies from 
0.04% to 0.09% per foot of subsidence.  For a surface subsidence of 2.35 m (7.7 ft) 
computed in the 304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine cases the tensile strain range would be 
0.003 to 0.0069.  The model predictions are 0.0018 and 0.0012 for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) 
and 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mines, respectively.  The consistent under-prediction of the 
maximum tensile strain by the numerical model is likely the result of using an elastic 
constitutive model for the Dewey Lake and Rustler formations.  Discrete surface cracks 
typically observed in the field cannot be replicated with an elastic constitutive law and a 
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more sophisticated model capable of treating failure or cracking when a principal stress 
exceeds the tensile strength of the material would be needed. 

Field observations have shown that the maximum compressive strain at the surface varies 
over a range of 0.01% to 0.13% per foot of subsidence over mined area.  From Figures 
3.1.32 and 3.1.33 it can be seen that the computed surface strains over the mined area are 
primarily compressive with some tensile strains existing for a short distance within the 
mined area boundaries.  Based on the 2.35 m (7.7 ft) subsidence value computed in the 
304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine case the maximum compressive strain range would be 
0.00077 to 0.01.  Assuming the survey markers were 12.2 m (40 ft) apart these maximum 
strains would result from a relative displacement of 0.8 mm (0.03 in.) to 10.2 mm (0.4 
in.).  At the end of the 1 year excavation phase, the maximum compressive strain was 
approximately 0.0013 for both the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) cases.  For 
times greater than 1 year, the maximum compressive strain decreases due to creep 
relaxation of the salt. 

While the model is not capable of accurately predicting maximum tensile surface strain it 
may be worthwhile to examine the location of the maximum tensile strain.  The angle of 
break (see Figure 3.1.22) is obtained by locating the point where the surface strain is 
maximized (tensile) after mining is complete.  This corresponds to a location where 
ground surface cracks would be most evident.  The angle of break determined from field 
surveys typically varies between -10 and +20 degrees.  A negative value of angle of break 
would mean the maximum surface strain would occur over the mined region and a 
positive value means that it would occur outside the mine boundaries.  As shown 
previously in Figures 3.1.32 through 3.1.35, the location of maximum tensile strain varies 
with time due to the creep of the salt material and in all cases occurs outside the boundary 
of the mine in these calculations.  The predicted angles of break for the two cases 
described are tabulated in Table 8.  The angle of break predicted by the simulations is in 
general agreement with the stated field observations.  Therefore, although the maximum 
surface strains predicted by the model are low relative to field observations, the locations 
at which they occur are within the ground surface bounds of the -10 to 20 degrees 
particularly at the earlier times. 

Table 8.  Calculated Angle of Break from Models 

 

Time (years) 

Angle of Break (degrees) 

1000 ft deep mine 2000 ft deep mine 

1 5 14 

2 13 21 

5 18 23 

25 22 27 

Note:  These angle of break values were computed for the case of a 1 mile mine excavated in 1 year. 
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3.1.4.3. Mine Closure 
Another feature for comparison is the time it takes for the mine to close following 
excavation.  In this study the mine closure time is calculated as the time for the mine 
height to reach a state where it is not changing significantly.  The mine height varies with 
lateral (X) position and time and was calculated by computing the vertical distance 
between points on the roof and floor.  Floor heave and roof sag are implicitly accounted 
for in the mine height calculations. 

Field observations indicate that the time required for a mine excavation to close is 
between 30 and 150 days with the shorter time being attributed to poor ground conditions 
(see Appendix I section on “Field Measurements and Observations”).  The constitutive 
model for salt creep used in all of these simulations includes only secondary creep 
effects.  It would be expected that including primary creep effects would increase the 
closure rate and thus decrease the time for mine closure. 

Figures 3.1.36 and 3.1.37 compare the ground surface subsidence and mine roof vertical 
displacement predicted for the 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) cases.  In the 
304.8 m (1000 ft) deep mine case the roof displacement shows a flat region of near 
constant displacement near the center of the excavation similar to that calculated for the 
surface subsidence.  In both cases, within the mine boundaries and slightly away from the 
pillars the roof displacement exceeds the surface displacement except at the center region 
of the mine. 

Figure 3.1.38 shows the mine height as a function of time at three locations for the 304.8 
m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mines.  These locations correspond to the quarter 
point (0.4 km, or 0.25 mile), the center (0.8 km, or 0.5 mile), and three quarter points (1.2 
km, or 0.75 mile) for the 1.6 km (1 mile) mine excavated in 1 year.  The final mine 
heights are a little smaller for the deeper mine but there is little difference in the time to 
closure (100 to 130 days) in terms of location and mine depth. 

Figure 3.1.39 shows the mine height as function of time for the 1.6 km (1 mile) long 
304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep mines excavated at the slower rate of 0.48 
km/year (0.3 miles/year).  These results show that the time for the mine to close is 
directly related to the mining rate.  The lower excavation rate cases take approximately 
3.3 times longer to close because the mining rate is 3.3 times smaller. This means that the 
apparent rate dependence is artificial, and is really just the rate of mine face advance. 

Figure 3.1.40 shows the influence of interface properties on the mine closure.  These 
results are for the 1.2 km (0.75 mile) point in the 1.6 km (1 mile) long 304.8 m (1000 ft) 
deep mine excavated at the rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year).  The larger friction 
coefficient cases reduce the initial closure rate but in general the times to final closure are 
pretty similar for all cases.  The case where interface separation is allowed produces the 
earliest closure time.  The result for the case of no slip provides the upper limit of infinite 
friction coefficient and produces the longest time to closure.  This suggests that the rate 
of closure is controlled primarily by the structural (bending) response of the material 
layers above the mine excavation rather than the frictional behavior of the interfaces.
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Figure 3.1.1.  Mining Orientations Used in Global Model Calculations 
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Figure 3.1.2.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Interface Slip Along MB 101 at Select Times 

1.6 km (1 mile) Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.3.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Maximum Interface Slip as a Function of Distance for MB 101 Over 25 
year Time Period. (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.4.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip as a Function of Distance for MB 101 
Over 25 year Time Period. (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.5.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip as a Function of Distance for All 
Marker Beds Over 25 year Time Period (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.6.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Towards 
Well Scenario (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.7.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Away From 
Well Scenario (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.8.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Towards 
Well Scenario (Varying Mine Excavation Sizes and Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.9.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Away From 
Well Scenario (Varying Mine Excavation Sizes and Mining Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.10.  304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope (Envelope Over Mine 
Excavation Sizes and Mining Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.11.  609.6 m (2000 ft) Mine Depth: Interface Slip Along MB 101 at Select Times 

1.6 km (1 mile) Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year (1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.12.  609.6 m (2000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip as a Function of Distance for All 
Marker Beds Over 25 year Time Period (1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation at Rate of 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year) 
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Figure 3.1.13.  609.6 m (2000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Towards 
Well Scenario (Varying Mine Excavation Sizes and Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.14.  609.6m (2000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope for the Mining Away From 
Well Scenario (Varying Mine Excavation Sizes and Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.15.  609.6m (2000 ft) Mine Depth: Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelope  

(Envelopes Over Mine Excavation Sizes and Mining Rates) 
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Figure 3.1.16.  Comparison of Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelopes for 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 
609.6 m (2000 ft) Mines 
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Figure 3.1.17. Close-Up View of Absolute Maximum Interface Slip Envelopes for 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 
609.6 m (2000 ft) Mines 
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Figure 3.1.18.  Effect of Friction Coefficient on Slip Envelope: Mining Away From Well 

(304.8m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.19.  Effect of Friction Coefficient on Slip Envelope: Mining Towards Well 

(304.8m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.20.  Effect of Interface Separation on Slip Envelope: Mining Towards Well 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.21.  Effect of Interface Separation on Slip Envelope: Mining Away From Well 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Excavation; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.22.  Illustration of Surface Measurement Quantities 
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Figure 3.1.23.  Surface Layer Deformation at 25 years Magnified 100 Times 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.24.  Surface Subsidence as a Fraction of Initial Mine Height 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate)
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Figure 3.1.25.  Effect of Mining Rate on Surface Subsidence at 25 years  

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long) 
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Figure 3.1.26.  Effect of Mining Rate on Surface Subsidence at 25 years 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 0.8 km, or 0.5 mile, Long) 
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Figure 3.1.27.  Surface Subsidence as a Fraction of Initial Mine Height 

(609.6 m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.28.  Effect of Mining Rate on Surface Subsidence at 25 years  

(609.6 m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long) 
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Figure 3.1.29.  Effect of Mining Rate on Surface Subsidence at 25 years  

(609.6 m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 0.8 km, or 0.5 mile, Long) 
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Figure 3.1.30.  Effect of Mining Depth on Surface Subsidence at 25 years  

(1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.31.  Effect of Interface Properties on Surface Subsidence at 25 years  

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.32.  Ground Surface Strain at Select Times 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.33.  Ground Surface Strain at Select Times 

(609.6 m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.34.  Ground Surface Strain for Mining Towards the Well Case 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.35.  Ground Surface Strain for Mining Towards the Well Case 

(609.6 m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.36.  Comparison of Ground Surface Subsidence and Mine Roof Displacement 

(304.8 m, or 1000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.37.  Comparison of Ground Surface Subsidence and Mine Roof Displacement 

(609.6m, or 2000 ft, Deep Mine; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.38.  Comparison of Mine Closure Rates for 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) Mines 

(1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.39.  Comparison of Mine Closure Rates for 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6 m (2000 ft) Mines 

(1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 0.48 km/year, or 0.3 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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Figure 3.1.40.  Effect of Interface Properties on Mine Closure for 304.8 m (1000 ft) Mine 

(1.2 km, or 3/4 mile, Point; 1.6 km, or 1 mile, Long; 1.6 km/year, or 1 mile/year, Excavation Rate) 
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3.2.  Wellbore Model Results 
Results from the simulations using the Wellbore Model for both the single and double 
casing situations are presented in this section.  The primary quantity of interest from a 
results perspective is the condition of the casing(s) after slippage of an interbed.  In 
particular, what sort of straining does the casing undergo?  Does it initially remain elastic 
and for how much interbed movement does it remain elastic?  Given sufficient interbed 
slip, does it eventually yield and start accumulating plastic strain and how much? 

3.2.1.  Single Casing 
Figure 3.2.1 shows a zoomed-in view of the deformed shape of the configuration after a 
relative slip of 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) along the interbed between the top and bottom portions 
of the Wellbore Model.  The upper materials have been “lightened” in the visualization 
so that the interface is visible.  In this figure, the movement of the top is toward the right 
relative to the bottom.  The upper left and the lower right portions of the surrounding 
formation adjacent to the cement/casing undergo an increase in compressive stress over 
the initial value, while the upper right and the lower left portions of the surrounding 
formation adjacent to the cement/casing undergo a decrease in compressive stress below 
the initial value.  As a consequence, these changes in stress result in the deformation of 
the cement and casing in the vicinity of the interface, as seen in the figure. 

Figure 3.2.2 shows the deformed shape of the casing (isolated from the cement and 
surrounding formation) due to this 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) slip along the interbed.  The results 
show that there is a visible permanent offset between the upper and lower portions of the 
casing. 

To understand how the load is transmitted from the relative movement of the surrounding 
formation along the interbed into the casing, it is instructive to see what happens to the 
cement.  Figure 3.2.3 shows a zoomed-in view of the cement isolated from the rest of the 
materials at two levels of slip along the interbed.  The upper figure shows the fringes of 
equivalent plastic strain (EQPS) in the cement at approximately 0.95 mm (~3/80 in.) of 
interbed slip, and the lower figure shows fringes of EQPS in the cement at 9.525 mm (3/8 
in.) of interbed slip.  The presence of plastic strains indicates that the cement has been 
stressed beyond its elastic range and is behaving inelastically.  Notice that the scales on 
the two fringe plots are different, the one in the upper figure has a maximum range of 
3.8% EQPS while the one in the lower figure has a maximum range of 65.0% EQPS.  
Thus, the upper figure indicates that even at the relatively small value of approximately 
0.95 mm (~3/80 in.) of interbed slip, there is already a nontrivial amount of plastic strain 
that has accumulated in the cement along a significant portion of its circumference.  The 
lower figure shows that by the time the interbed slip has reached 9.525 mm (3/8 in.), the 
cement has undergone quite large strains in the inelastic regime, with much of the 
circumference at more than 30% plastic strain and a smaller amount reaching plastic 
strains as high as 65%.  This large amount of plastic straining indicates that the cement is 
quite damaged and incapable of resisting further movement, but instead is moving along 
with the surrounding formation and transmitting the load into the casing. 
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The deformation of the casing in Figure 3.2.2 is an indirect indicator of the state of the 
casing, in terms of whether it has yielded or not.  Figure 3.2.4 shows fringe plots of the 
equivalent plastic strain (EQPS) at two levels of slip of the interbed (note that again the 
upper portion of the casing has been removed for clarity).  EQPS begins to register as 
non-zero only after there has been yielding of the casing. The upper plot in the figure 
shows color fringes of EQPS in the casing after ~0.95 mm (~3/80 in.) of slip along the 
interbed.  It is at this level of interbed slip that the casing first yields all the way through 
its thickness in the area denoted by red in the upper plot of the figure.  Note by the scale 
on this upper plot, that the maximum EQPS is relatively small, at this level of interbed 
slip (~3/80 in.), on the order of 0.2% plastic strain. 

The lower plot in Figure 3.2.4 is a fringe plot of EQPS in the casing after 9.525 mm (3/8 
in.) of slip along the interbed.  Note the different scale of this fringe plot from the one 
above it.  As indicated by this scale, at this level of interbed slip (3/8 in.), the maximum 
EQPS has reached 12.5% along a large section of the circumference of the casing (as 
indicated in red).  A plastic strain in the range of ~12% corresponds to the strain at the 
ultimate strength of the material in a tensile test specimen of the K55 material (e.g., 
Matthiasson and Ingason, 2007).  Plastic strains on the order of those seen for the 
maximum in this lower plot could lead to initiation of tearing of the material in that 
region. 

To further quantify the development of the plastic strain with slip along the interbed, 
Figures 3.2.5–3.2.7 show the plastic strain as a function of slip along the interbed at three 
locations along the circumference, as indicated by the Locations A, B, and C in Figure 
3.2.4 above.  Each of the figures shows the development of the plastic strain in three 
elements through the thickness of the casing.  Shown are EQPS for the elements at the 
inner and outer surfaces of the casing and a third element in the interior; the last one to 
yield and begin accumulating plastic strain. 

Figure 3.2.5 shows that the outer surface element at “Location A” is the first to yield, at 
that location, when the interbed slip reaches a value of approximately 2.6 mm (~0.10 in.).  
At “Location A,” that element also undergoes the largest plastic strain accumulation, 
reaching a value of approximately 1.15% by the time the interbed has slipped 9.525 mm 
(3/8 in.).  At “Location A,” the last element through the casing thickness that yields does 
so at an interbed slip of approximately 8.4 mm (~0.33 in.) and goes on to accumulate 
approximately 0.08% plastic strain. 

Figure 3.2.6 shows that all three elements through the casing thickness at “Location B” 
yield almost simultaneously at that location when the interbed slip reaches a value of 
approximately 0.80 mm (~0.03 in.).    Hence, it should be noted that the casing first 
yields through its thickness in this general location and does so at an interbed slip of 
approximately 0.80 mm (~0.03 in.).  Thereafter, all three elements accumulate plastic 
strain that reaches a value of approximately 12.5% by the time the interbed has slipped 
9.525 mm (3/8 in.). 

Figure 3.2.7 shows that the outer surface element at “Location C” is again the first to 
yield, at that location, when the interbed slip reaches a value of approximately 2.6 mm 
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(~0.10 in.).  At “Location C,” that element also undergoes the largest plastic strain 
accumulation, reaching a value of approximately 1.07% by the time the interbed has 
slipped 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  At “Location C,” the last element through the casing 
thickness that yields does so at an interbed slip of approximately 8.1 mm (~0.32 in.) and 
goes on to accumulate approximately 0.09% plastic strain. 

The fact that the casing has yielded through the thickness at all three locations at an 
interbed slip of 8.4 mm (~0.33 in.) indicates that the entire circumference of the casing 
has yielded at this value of interbed slip.  By the time interbed slip reaches a value of 
9.525 mm (3/8 in.), the upper half of the wellbore model is moving relative to the lower 
half without further resistance from the casing.  Any further interbed slip, beyond 9.525 
mm (3/8 in.) will only result in further accumulation of plastic strain until the entire 
cross-section tears. 

3.2.2.  Double Casing 
Figure 3.2.8 shows a zoomed-in view of the deformed shape of the doubly cased 
configuration after a relative slip of 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) along the interbed between the 
top and bottom portions of the Wellbore Model, similar to Figure 3.2.1 for the singly 
cased model.  Once again, the upper materials have been “lightened” in the visualization 
so that the interface is visible.  As was the case for the previous single casing model, the 
movement of the top is toward the right relative to the bottom.  The upper left and the 
lower right portions of the surrounding formation adjacent to the cement/casing undergo 
an increase in compressive stress over the initial value, while the upper right and the 
lower left portions of the surrounding formation adjacent to the cement/casing undergo a 
decrease in compressive stress below the initial value.  As a consequence, these changes 
in stress result in the deformation of the two cement annuli and the two casings in the 
vicinity of the interface, as seen in the figure. 

Figure 3.2.9 shows the deformed shape of the casings (isolated from the cement and 
surrounding formation) due to this 9.525 mm (3/8 in.) slip along the interbed.  The results 
show that there is a visible permanent offset between the upper and lower portions of 
both of the casings. 

To understand how the load is transmitted from the relative movement of the surrounding 
formation along the interbed into the two casings, it is instructive to see what happens to 
the cement.  Figure 3.2.10 shows a zoomed-in view of the cement isolated from the rest 
of the materials at two levels of slip along the interbed.  The upper figure shows the 
fringes of equivalent plastic strain (EQPS) in the cement at approximately 2.10 mm 
(~7/80 in.) of interbed slip, and the lower figure shows fringes of EQPS in the cement at 
9.525 mm (3/8 in.) of interbed slip.  The presence of plastic strains indicates that the 
cement has been stressed beyond its elastic range and is behaving inelastically.  Notice 
that the scales on the two fringe plots are different, the one in the upper figure has a 
maximum range of 3.8% EQPS while the one in the lower figure has a maximum range 
of 65.0% EQPS.  Thus, the upper figure indicates that even at the small value of 
approximately 2.10 mm (~7/80 in.) of interbed slip, there is already a nontrivial amount 
of plastic strain that has accumulated in the cement along a significant portion of its 
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circumference, for the outer cement ring.  The lower figure shows that by the time the 
interbed slip has reached 9.525 mm (3/8 in.), this same outer cement ring has undergone 
quite large strains in the inelastic regime, with much of the circumference at more than 
15% plastic strain and a smaller amount reaching plastic strains as high as 40%.  This 
relatively large amount of plastic straining indicates that the cement is quite damaged and 
incapable of resisting further movement, but instead is moving along with the 
surrounding formation and transmitting the load into the casing, even at this value of 
interbed slip with two casings present. 

The deformation of the two casings in Figure 3.2.9 above is an indirect indicator of the 
state of the casing, in terms of whether they have yielded or not.  Figure 3.2.11 shows 
fringe plots of the equivalent plastic strain (EQPS) at two levels of slip of the interbed 
(note that again the upper portions of the casing have been removed for clarity).  EQPS 
begins to register as non-zero only after there has been yielding of the casing. The upper 
plot in the figure shows color fringes of EQPS in the casing after ~2.10 mm (~7/80 in.) of 
slip along the interbed.  It is at this level of interbed slip that the inner casing first yields 
all the way through its thickness in the area of the inner casing denoted by red in the 
upper plot of the figure.  Note that the outer casing has also already yielded through its 
thickness in the same general vicinity.  As denoted by the scale on this upper plot, the 
maximum EQPS is relatively small, at this level of interbed slip (~7/80 in.), on the order 
of 0.2% plastic strain. 

The lower plot in Figure 3.2.11 is a fringe plot of EQPS in the casings after 9.525 mm 
(3/8 in.) of slip along the interbed.  Note the different scale of this fringe plot from the 
one above it.  As indicated by this scale, at this level of interbed slip (3/8 in.), the 
maximum EQPS has reached ~8.0% along a large section of the circumference of both 
the inner and outer casings (as indicated in green). 

To further quantify the development of the plastic strain with slip along the interbed, 
Figures 3.2.12–3.2.17 show the plastic strain as a function of slip along the interbed at 
three locations along the circumference, as indicated by the Locations A, B, and C in 
Figure 3.2.11 referenced above.  Each of the figures shows the development of the plastic 
strain in the three elements through the thickness of the casing, for an interbed slip of up 
to 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  Shown are EQPS for the elements at the inner and outer surfaces 
of the casing and a third element in the interior; the last one to yield and begin 
accumulating plastic strain. 

Figure 3.2.12 shows that the inner surface element of the inner casing (IC) at “Location 
A” is the first to yield, at that location, when the interbed slip reaches a value of 
approximately 6.0 mm (~0.24 in.).  At “Location A,” that element also undergoes the 
largest plastic strain accumulation, early on, reaching a value of approximately 0.2% by 
the time the interbed has slipped 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  At “Location A,” the last element 
through the inner casing thickness that yields does so at an interbed slip of approximately 
8.6 mm (~0.34 in.) and goes on to accumulate approximately 0.04% plastic strain.  The 
last element through the outer casing (OC) thickness that yields does so at an interbed 
slip greater than 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  To show this, Figure 3.2.13 is the same plot as 
Figure 3.2.12, but now extended to an interbed slip of approximately 25 mm (1.0 in.).  
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The last element in the outer casing to yield at “Location A” does so at an interbed slip of 
12.0 mm (0.47 in.).  The inner surface element of the outer casing accumulates the most 
plastic strain at this location, reaching a value of 2.5% plastic strain at an interbed slip of 
approximately 25 mm (1.0 in.). 

Figure 3.2.14 shows that all three elements through the casing thickness at “Location B,” 
for both the inner and outer casings yield almost simultaneously at that location when the 
interbed slip reaches a value of approximately 1.6 mm (~0.06 in.).  Hence, it is in this 
general location that the inner casing first yields through its thickness and the value of 
interbed slip at which this happens is 1.6 mm (~0.06 in.).  Thereafter, all three elements 
in the outer casing accumulate plastic strain that reaches a value of approximately 8.2% 
and all three elements in the inner casing accumulate plastic strain that reaches a value of 
approximately 5.4% by the time the interbed has slipped 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  Figure 
3.2.15 shows the same information but extended to an interbed slip of approximately 25 
mm (1.0 in.).  At this value of interbed slip and at this location, the figure shows that the 
outer casing has accumulated 22% plastic strain and the inner casing has accumulated 
15% plastic strain and, at these levels of plastic strain, tearing is likely initiating or 
progressing in both. 

Figure 3.2.16 shows that the inner surface element of the inner casing at “Location C” is 
again the first to yield, at that location, when the interbed slip reaches a value of 
approximately 5.8 mm (~0.23 in.).  At “Location C,” that element also undergoes the 
largest plastic strain accumulation, initially, reaching a value of approximately 0.21% by 
the time the interbed has slipped 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  At “Location C,” the last element 
through the inner casing thickness that yields does so at an interbed slip of approximately 
8.2 mm (~0.32 in.) and goes on to accumulate approximately 0.05% plastic strain at an 
interbed slip of 9.525 mm (3/8 in.).  The outer casing remains elastic up to an interbed 
slip of 9.525 mm (3/8 in.), as seen in Figure 3.2.16, but eventually goes plastic.  To show 
this, Figure 3.2.17 is the same plot as Figure 3.2.16, but now extended to an interbed slip 
of approximately 25 mm (1.0 in.).  At “Location C,” the outer surface element is the first 
element in the outer casing to go plastic and does so at an interbed slip of approximately 
10.0 mm (0.39 in.).  It goes on to accumulate the most plastic strain at this location, 
reaching a value of slightly less than 2.0% plastic strain.  The last element to go plastic in 
the outer casing, at this location, is an interior element and does so at an interbed slip of 
approximately 14.0 mm (0.55 in.). 

Once again, the fact that both of the casings (inner and outer) have yielded through the 
thickness at all three locations at an interbed slip of approximately 14.0 mm (0.55 in.) 
indicates that the entire circumferences of both casings have yielded.  Any further 
interbed slip, beyond 14.0 mm (0.55 in.) will only result in further accumulation of 
plastic strain until the entire cross-sections of both the inner and outer casings tear.   
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Figure 3.2.1. Zoomed-In View of Deformed Configuration After 3/8 in. 
Relative Slip Along the Interbed 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2.2. Zoomed-In View of Deformed Casing After 3/8 in. Relative Slip 
Along the Interbed in its Vicinity 
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Figure 3.2.3. Zoomed-In View Showing Plastic Strain in the Cement After 
~3/80 & 3/8 in. Relative Slip of the Interbed (Upper Portion of Cement 

Removed For Clarity) 
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Figure 3.2.4. Zoomed-In View Showing Plastic Strain in the Casing After 
~3/80 & 3/8 in. Relative Slip of the Interbed (Upper Portion of Casing 

Removed For Clarity) 
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Figure 3.2.5. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location A in the Casing, For 

Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2.6. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location B in the Casing, For 

Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in. 
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Figure 3.2.7. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location C in the Casing, For 

Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in. 
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Figure 3.2.8. Zoomed-In View of Deformed Double Casing Configuration 
After 3/8 in. Relative Slip Along the Interbed 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.9. Zoomed-In View of Deformed Casings in Double Casing Model 
After 3/8 in. Relative Slip Along the Interbed in its Vicinity 
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Figure 3.2.10. Zoomed-In View Showing Plastic Strain in the Two Cement 
Annuli After ~7/80 & 3/8 in. Relative Slip of the Interbed (Upper Portion of 

Cement Removed For Clarity) 
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Figure 3.2.11. Zoomed-In View Showing Plastic Strain in the Two Casings 
After ~7/80 & 3/8 in. Relative Slip of the Interbed (Upper Portions of Casing 

Removed For Clarity) 
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Figure 3.2.12. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location A in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2.13. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location A in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to ~1.0 in. 
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Figure 3.2.14. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location B in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.15. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location B in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to ~1.0 in. 
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Figure 3.2.16. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location C in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to 3/8 in. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2.17. Development of EQPS with Slip Along the Interbed for the 
Three Elements Through the Thickness at Location C in Each of the Two 

Casings, For Interbed Slip of Up to ~1.0 in. 
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4. Summary & Conclusions 
In summary, as proposed in the analysis plan, two basic models were used in this study; a 
Global Mine Excavation Model that simulates the mechanics associated with mining and 
subsidence, and a Wellbore Model that examines the resulting impacts on wellbore 
casing for two generic, but what are considered typical, casing situations.  The Global 
Model is a 2D approximation of a potash mine using a plane strain idealization for a 
3.048 m (10 ft) high mine at a depth of 304.8 m (304.8 m (1000 ft)) or a depth of 609.6 m 
(609.6 m (2000 ft)).  It incorporates a number of bedding planes present in the 
subsurface, both above and below the mine.  A 2D model is considered reasonable given 
the large areal extent of the mine relative to the mine depth.  The 3D Wellbore Model 
considers the impact of bedding plane slippage across single and double cased wells 
cemented through the Salado formation, as is typical of contemporary completions.  The 
Wellbore Model is used to determine allowable slippage to prevent casing through-the-
thickness yield.  The predicted slippage across bedding planes from the global mine 
model are then compared to the allowable wellbore slippages to establish safe standoff 
distances between a mine and well, for the casing designs considered in the study. 

4.1. Global Mine Excavation Model 
From the Global Mine Excavation Model, numerical predictions of interbed slip 
magnitude were presented as a function of distance for a 304.8 m (1000 ft) and 609.6m 
(2000 ft) deep mine.  These simulations were used to examine the influence of mining 
direction, mine length, and mine excavation rates.  Subject to the assumptions used in the 
analyses, the following observations and conclusions are provided: 

 the slip magnitude was generally largest on the uppermost marker bed, 

 depending on mine depth and mining direction, the distance from the mine 
boundaries to the points where no slip occurs is between 600 m (~1970 ft) and 
1100 m (~3610 ft) from the edge of the mine excavation, and 

 large interbed slip magnitudes (greater than 0.5 m or ~20 in.) were predicted to 
occur on some interfaces over the mine excavation and would be expected to 
impact wells that have been mined around. 

Although this study has primarily focused on slip occurring away from the mined area it 
must be noted that there is substantial slip predicted in the area directly over the 
excavation.  This poses questions about the impact of interface slip on the existing wells 
in regions where mining has already occurred. 

There are several sources of uncertainty in these Global Mine Excavation Model analyses 
(e.g., differences in material properties from those assumed in the analyses; the existence 
of more/less marker beds than used in the analyses; differences in the vertical locations of 
the marker beds; etc.) that could influence the predicted results.  As noted in the analysis 
plan of Appendix I (section on “Evaluation of Results”), the impact of these uncertainties 
on the results could be accounted for with the use of a safety factor. 
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4.2. Wellbore Model 
From the Wellbore Model, subject to the assumptions used in the analyses, there are two 
major conclusions: 

 for the single-casing situation, the casing first yields through its thickness with 
very little interbed slip, namely at 0.80 mm (~0.03 in.) of slip, and 

 adding a second cemented casing around it only doubles the amount of interbed 
slip needed for the inner casing to yield through its thickness, namely to 1.6 mm 
(~0.06 in.) of slip. 

Other noteworthy observations from the Wellbore Model are as follows: 

 for the single-casing situation, the entire cross-section of the casing first yields 
when the interbed slip reaches a value of ~8.4 mm (0.33 in.) – at this value of 
interbed slip the largest plastic strain in the casing is approaching ~11.0% (close 
to the maximum uniform strain from uniaxial test data observed for this material); 
beyond this value of slip any additional interbed slip results in unimpeded 
movement of the top of the model relative to the bottom at the interbed, and 

 for the double-casing situation, the entire cross-section of the inner casing first 
yields when the interbed slip reaches a value of ~8.6 mm (0.34 in.) – at this value 
of interbed slip the largest plastic strain in the inner casing is ~7.2%; similarly, the 
entire cross-section of the outer casing first yields when the interbed slip reaches a 
value of ~14.0 mm (0.55 in.) and beyond this value of slip any additional interbed 
slip results in unimpeded movement of the top of the model relative to the bottom 
at the interbed. 

It should be noted that there are several sources of uncertainty in these analyses (e.g., 
potential differences in the steel properties from what was assumed, imperfect bonding 
between the various materials, formation strength differences, etc.) that could influence 
the predicted results.  Again, as noted in the analysis plan (Appendix I, section 
“Evaluation of Results”), a safety factor could be used to account for this uncertainty. 

4.3. Combined Models 
Using the results from the Global Mine Excavation Model in combination with the results 
from the Wellbore Model, one can infer a standoff distance for the two wellbore designs 
considered in this study.  Figure 4.3.1 shows the results from the Wellbore Model 
overlaid on top of the results from the Global Mine Excavation Model.  It can be seen 
from this figure, for example, that for the 304.8 m (304.8 m (1000 ft)) mine for the case 
of mining away from the well, a standoff distance of ~810 m (~2660 ft) would be 
required for a single-cased well.  Similarly, a standoff distance of ~830 m (~2720 ft) 
would be required for a double-cased well.  In both situations, these are the required 
standoff distances to prevent first yielding of the casing (or inner casing for the double-
cased situation) through-its-thickness, i.e., the criteria put forth in the analysis plan of 
Appendix I. 
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In a similar fashion, the standoff distance for mining toward the well for the 304.8 m 
(304.8 m (1000 ft)) mine can be estimated from Figure 4.3.1.  Likewise, the standoff 
distance for both mining toward and away from the well for the 609.6 m (2000 ft) deep 
mine can also be estimated from the figure. 

Using the general approach developed herein, it should be possible to evaluate other 
casing designs, beyond those considered in the Wellbore Model, which are more specific 
for a given site within the potash enclave of southeastern New Mexico, as long as the 
basic assumptions used to develop the Global Mine Excavation Model are properly 
considered. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3.1. Slip Envelopes from the Global Mine Excavation Model versus 
Allowable Slip Prior to First Through-the-Thickness Yielding from the 

Wellbore Model. 
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Appendix I: Analysis Plan for BLM Potash Gas Migration 
Study 

(It should be noted that Appendix A contains several figures with “Confidential” 
and/or “For Case Use Only” markings.  The markings should be considered 
obsolete artifacts, as these figures were declared public domain as part of the IBLA 
hearings.)   
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Foreword 
 
This version of the draft analysis plan was prepared for review by stakeholders.  BLM 
has developed a list of stakeholders for both the oil and gas and potash industries along 
with state and federal government representatives, including WIPP.  Comments on this 
plan are due back to Brian Ehgartner at Sandia within 60 days of delivery.  At that time 
the comments will be incorporated into a final version of the plan and released at a date 
to be determined.   
 
This plan was developed from litigation records provided by BLM and other sources of 
public information.  While a non-disclosure agreement exists between Sandia and BLM, 
no proprietary or other company sensitive information (OUO) was transferred between 
the agencies for this project.  BLM solicited industry stakeholders for technical 
information regarding the project but have not received anything as of the date of this 
writing.  Perhaps enough has already been stated in the volumes of litigation, however the 
offer will remain open through the comment period for this draft plan as comments will 
need to be substantiated.   As per earlier instructions to stakeholders, all information of a 
proprietary or confidential nature, including comments on this report, should be sent 
solely to Bill Auby at BLM for subsequent transmittal to Sandia. 
 
After finalization of this plan, the analyses will be performed and a Sandia report will be 
prepared for BLM.  That report will be reviewed both internally by Sandia and externally 
by competent, impartial, and unbiased reviewers.  That will be the extent of Sandia’s 
agreement with the BLM.  Stakeholders should already have a copy of the Sandia_BLM 
work and non-disclosure agreements along with a list of the stakeholders.  If not, please 
contact the BLM. 
 
Please keep in mind that this is a draft plan.  Your review is important to us, but your 
contributions are valued more so.  Also it represents our current view of how we will 
proceed.  This can change as we review your comments and contributions, and some 
changes may occur as we perform the analyses and better understand the mechanics 
associated with mine-well interactions.  Our priority will be to best address the issue of 
gas migration.  This plan does not constitute a contract.   
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Background 
 
The potash area in SE New Mexico is currently being mined and contains numerous 
existing and proposed oil and gas wells.  This study will attempt to define acceptable 
standoff distances between mining and oil and gas wells.  Of concern is the potential loss 
of well integrity due to mine induced subsidence as oil and gas could flow into the mine 
workings.  The study will focus on mining conditions that can jeopardize well integrity.  
Analysis results will also examine the integrity of the rocks and strata separating the 
mines and wells. 
 
For the purpose of protecting and conserving the potash deposits, the Secretary of Interior 
withdrew 42,285 acres from oil and gas leasing in 1939.  However, a number of wells 
had already been emplaced and mining had commenced in the early 1930’s.   In 1951, the 
Secretary defined 298,345 acres as a designated “Potash Area” and revoked the ban on 
oil and gas leasing, thus providing for concurrent development and production of oil and 
gas and potash deposits in the potash area.  At that time, rules and guidelines were 
created to protect the mines and potash by requiring a salt protection string and 
cementing.  Secretarial Orders in 1965 and 1975 expanded the potash area to 420,212 and 
491,916 acres.  Expansions of the potash area encompassed wells that were completed 
under less stringent requirements. As a result, well completions within the potash area 
vary considerably.  Technology, regulations, and practices have improved over time, and 
the arguments exerted today suggest that both industries can co-exist in a safe manner, 
yet some fundamental questions remain including an acceptable standoff distance for a 
particular circumstance.   
 
Determining what is acceptable has resulted in extensive litigation2 over the past 50 or so 
years, without resolution, as the views and opinions expressed by the potash and oil and 
gas industries are divergent.  The intent of this study is to present an unbiased technical 
examination of this issue and apply our best technology to develop what we consider as 
reasonable guidelines to enable safe and efficient co-development of the natural 
resources.  The responsibility for implementing the Secretarial Orders has resided with 
the BLM since 1986 (BLM, 2005) and they are the impetus of this study. 
 
 
Regulations and Practice 
 
The current regulation for locating wells near mines in the potash area is based on R-111-
P (OCD, 1988).    The practice has been to approve applications to drill outside of Life of 
Mine Reserves (LMR) as indicated below; provided there is no protest from the potash 
leasee: 
 

(a) a shallow well shall be drilled no closer to the LMR than one-fourth (1/4) mile or 
110% of the depth of the ore, whichever is greater 

                                                           
2 IBLA 2003-334, etc. constitutes 15,275 pages of testimony, 10,000 pages of administrative record, 1200 
exhibits, and approximately 58,000 pages of documents (Yates Counsel, May 3, 2004; page 34,945 of 
IBLA 92-612, et.al.). 
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(b) a deep well shall be drilled no closer than one-half (1/2) mile from the LMR. 
 
Shallow and deep are delineated by 5000 ft or above the base of the Delaware Mountain 
Group, whichever is less and LMRs are areas reasonably believed to contain mineable 
grades and thicknesses of ore.  As will be discussed later, the deep wells are more likely 
to produce gas. 
 
While the regulations address new wells, there were 89 oil and gas wells within the 
mining operations area (Stoller, 1995) and numerous others just outside the mine 
boundaries.   As a general practice, a 100 ft radius pillar is typically left around a well 
and secondary mining is generally prohibited within a horizontal distance equal to the 
depth of the ore (Traywick, 1963).  This allows for primary mining at an extraction ratio 
of approximately 60% to occur within a seam depth without the full mine closures 
associated with secondary mining (extraction ratio of 90 to 95%).  When the mines 
encounter abandoned wells, the area can be secondarily mined provided the wells have 
been adequately plugged (Griswold, 1984).   Considerable variation to the above 
practices exist in the field, in some cases mining has occurred up to active wells albeit 
unintentionally (Stoller, 1995). 
 
 
Modeling Approach 
 
Two basic models will be used in this study; one that simulates the mechanics associated 
with a mine and subsidence, and another that examines the resulting impacts on a 
wellbore casing.  The first model will be a 2D approximation of a potash mine using both 
plane strain and axi-symmetric idealizations.  A 2D model is reasonable given the large 
areal extent of the mines relative to mine depth.  The mined areas of the potash enclave 
are shown in Figure 1.  Individual mine maps are provided in Appendix A.   
 
A generic mine, well pillar, and surrounding mine geometry will be simulated.  
Depending on what is learned from the initial scoping calculations (which could limit or 
redirect the work effort listed below), the modeling may include: 
 

1. a mine approaching a well location 
2. a mine retreating from a well location 
3. a mine that approaches and then retreats past the well location 
4. a mine that surrounds the well- mining approaches the well location 
5. a mine that surrounds the well- mining retreats from the well location 

 
 
The first 3 cases are plane strain models and Cases 4 and 5 are axi-symmetric models.   
The plane strain models simulate an infinite mine dimension out of plane and are 
representative of long wall mining conditions.  The axi-symmetric model simulates a 
mine that completely surrounds a well pillar.  Figure 2 illustrates the individual model 
scenarios. 
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Figure 1.  Map of Potash Area (Olsen, 1993) 
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Figure 2.  2D Model Illustrations. 
 
The plane strain models should capture axial, bending, and shear deformations in the 
vicinity of the well.  The axi-symmetric models are limited to axial deformation due to 
symmetry, but the axial deformations may be greater than those predicted under plane 
strain conditions.  The integrity of the well pillar and overlying strata will be evaluated.  
The 2D models3 will not include the actual well in the models.  Predicted displacements 

                                                           
3 3D codes may be used to model 2D problems. 
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at various well locations obtained from the 2D model will be imposed on the 3D wellbore 
model as boundary conditions.  
 
The 3D wellbore model is illustrated in Figure 3.  It includes a steel casing, cement 
sheath, and surrounding rock.  Displacement boundary conditions from the 2D models 
will be imposed on the boundaries of the 3D model to simulate shearing and parting 
along a bedding plane through the well axis.  The bedding will be treated as a “slip 
surface” at the top or bottom of the layer.  The results of this model will be evaluated for 
casing, cement, and formation damage.  Casing deformations will also be examined; as 
severe conditions can hinder the functionality of the well or its ability to have successful 
workovers (repairs, string removal, logging, etc.).  Multiple casings may be used in this 
model consistent with well drilling practice.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  3D Model of Well 
 
 
 
A number of bedding planes will be included in the 2D models (depending on the 
geology and slippage predicted during preliminary scoping calculations).   The selected 
bed displacements from the 2D models will be imposed on the 3D wellbore model.  The 
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shearing and partings along the bedding planes can impact not only the deformation and 
integrity of the well casing and cement, but also can affect the migration of fluids or 
gases through the formation.  A parted bedding plane is an obvious example.  The 
inclusion of stratigraphy is illustrated in Figure 4. 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4.  Inclusion of Stratigraphy into Models 
 
 
 
There are a number of variables that may influence the modeling results.  These are listed 
in Table 1 and actual field conditions will be discussed in subsequent sections of this 
report in order to define modeling parameters and limit the modeling to a reasonable 
number of analyses that capture the mechanics, bound the problem, and gain the most 
insight into developing  acceptable standoff distances.  
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Table 1.  Model Variables 
 
Standoff distance to well 
Mining rate 
Extraction ratio 
Height of panel 
Depth of panel 
Mining levels 
Stratigraphy 
Well diameter 
Casing diameter 
Casing thickness 
Number of casings 
Material properties 
 -rocks, cement, steel, interfaces 
 
 
 
Geology 
 
The geology of the potash area is described by Griswold (1982) as located in a classical 
marine evaporite basin.  The total thickness of the evaporites ranges from 1000 ft at the 
northern mines to as much as 3000 ft in the south.  Two North-South cross-sections are 
provided in Figure 5 (Austin 1980/Jones 1972), showing the general basin geology, and 
Figure 6 (Griswold 1982), which provides correlation to mining operations.   The potash 
deposits are restricted to thin lenses (generally 4 to 8 ft thick) within this thick sequence 
of salt and anhydrite beds.  In addition to a general deepening of the potash as the beds 
enter into the Delaware basin, the potash zone dips about 90 ft per mile to the East.  A 
geologic column adapted from USGS information (Jones, 1975) is presented in Figure 7 
(Bureau of Mines, 1977). 
 
Eleven ore zones have been identified in the McNutt formation (Figure 8).  Ore zones are 
numbered starting at greatest depth, whereas Marker Beds are numbered from the 
surface.  The terminology “Marker Beds” results from their great lateral continuity and 
use as geologic picks in the course of drilling throughout the basin.   There are 43 Marker 
Beds in the Salado formation consisting of thin mudstones at the base with anhydrite 
above which can be replaced by polyhalite.   
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Figure 5.   North-South Cross-Section Across Potash Area (Austin, 1980; Jones 1972). 
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Figure 6.  North-South Cross-Section showing location of Mines (Griswold, 1982). 
 
 
 
 
 The geologic sequence is called Ochoan and is comprised of the Dewey Lake, Rustler, 
Salado, and Castile Formations (Table 2).  The formations were also characterized at the 
WIPP site, where the potash is deeper than typical mining depth.  The WIPP is located in 
the lower portion of the Salado, below the potash horizon   Geologic columns for the 
upper and lower portions at WIPP are taken from Powers et al. (1979) in Figures 9 and 
10.   
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Figure 7.  Stratigraphic Column by Bureau of Mines (1977) and Jones (1975). 
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Figure 8.  Stratigraphic Column of the Ochoan (Griswold, 1982) 
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Table 2.  Description of Ochoan Rock 
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Figure 9.  Upper Geologic Stratigraphy at WIPP (Powers, 1979). 
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Figure 10.  Lower Geologic Stratigraphy at WIPP (Powers, 1979). 
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Not all of the ore zones are being mined.  Historically, the first zone was the major 
producing zone, followed by the tenth and third zones.  The fourth zone is the principal 
source of langbeinite.  Zones 5, 7, and 8 have moderate reserves and the others (2nd, 6th, 
9th, and 11th) are not commercially produced (Griswold, 1982), at least at that time.  
 
For purposes of the analyses, two mine depths and stratigraphies will be considered based 
on the above information.  A 1000 ft deep mine will represent a typical mine depth, 
whereas a 2000 ft mine will represent deep mining conditions.  Both mines will have a 10 
ft seam.  The marker beds and stratigraphic contacts will be simulated as frictional 
interfaces in the model.  The locations of these interfaces are tabulated in Table 3 for both 
mine depths and graphically depicted in Figure 11.  A number of interfaces will be 
initially simulated such that some may be eliminated from the model if they are found to 
be inconsequential, having limited or no slippage, or if their presence mitigates slippage 
on nearby interfaces.  In the latter case, some of the contacts may be locked (not 
permitted to slip) in order to define the maximum lateral extent of slippage of other 
contacts.  This would simulate conditions where some contacts in the field either do not 
participate in slip due to their geologic character, or in some regions, not exist. 
 
Mud seams vary in thickness.  They have been reported to range from a thin film up to 5 
inches in thickness (Gunn and Hills, 1975).  An earlier report (Rutledge, 1964) ranges the 
thickness from a few inches up to 5 ft thick.  Significant slippage along these thin layers 
will result in localized casing shear.  No thickness will be prescribed to the slippage 
layers in the models.   
 
Mud seams are often associated with gas.  Gas pressures across interfaces will reduce the 
slip resistance of the interbeds, however in-situ gas presence and associated pressures are 
difficult to estimate and will not be included in the models.  In the mines, nitrogen and 
some methane gas has pressurized mud seams resulting in blowouts and deformed roof 
strata especially at intersections (Bur. of Mines, 1983).  Pressures up to 60 psi were 
measured at the face of blow holes drilled into the roof.  Insitu pressures (prior to mining, 
deformations, and any bleedoff) are likely higher than those measured.  As a result of gas 
pressure and associated roof falls, it is a routine mining practice to drill relief holes.  
 
The mud seams investigated by Rutledge (1964) revealed openings up to 2 inches and in 
some cases the presence of vugs (0.1 in diameter) that were connected by hairline cracks.  
Oil seeps observed in the mines are also associated with mud seams.  Mud seams are 
believed to be the likely path of migration into the mines for any fluid leakage from 
wells.  Deformation and shear across interfaces will likely alter the fluid flow potential of 
the seams.  Flow though the Marker Bed interfaces will be addressed in a separate section 
of this report (see Position on Gas Migration). 
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Table 3.  Stratigraphic Contacts for 1000 and 2000 ft Deep Mines 
 

   Mine Depth (ft) 1000 2000
 
Formation or Bed 

Depth from surface to bottom of bed 
(ft) 

Dewey/Rustler 200 500

Magenta dolomite 300 665

Culebra dolomite 420 870

Rustler/Upper Salado 500 1000

MB 101 520 1060

MB102 555 1170

MB103 595 1285

MB109 660 1485

Upper Salado/McNutt 750 1750

Vaca Triste 765 1765

MB117 820 1820

MB 118 850 1850

MB119 875 1875

MB120 895 1895

MB 121 910 1910

MB 122 925 1925

Union 960 1960

Mine floor 1000 2000
MB 123 1040 2040

McNutt/Lower Salado 1100 2100

Lower Salado/Castile 1950 3400
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Figure 11.  Stratigraphic Contact Depths. 
 
 
 
 
Rock Properties 
 
The failure strength of potash has been determined from core samples from the 
Mississippi Chemical mine by the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) in 1982.  The results 
of those tests are presented in Figure 12.  Considerable variation exists in the results.  
Variation and uncertainty in modeling parameters will be addressed through the use of a 
safety factor when interpreting results (see Section on Interpreting Results). 
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Figure 12.  Potash Strength Testing 
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Additional strength testing from the MS Chemical mine is reported by Abel (1992) and is 
shown in Table 4. 
 
 
Table 4.  Reported Testing by CSM on MS Chemical Potash and Salt 
 
 Internal 

Friction 
Angle (deg) 

Cohesion 
(psi) 

Confining 
Pressure (psi) 

Number of 
Samples Tested 

Cycle 7, Potash salt 
(1982) 

46.6 700 0-1500 64 

Cycle 5, Potash salt 
(1991) 

36.9 720 0-1500 34 

Cycle 5, Roof rock salt 
(1991) 

39.3 750 0-2000 25 

Cycle 5, Floor clayey 
rock salt (1992) 

38.1 870 0-2000 20 

 
 
Direct Shear Test results from CSM  MN 321 Lab (1982) are reported in Table 5.  
Densities were also measured and found to have a specific gravity of approximately 2.15 
for the roof and floor salts, and 2.08 for the potash ore. 
 
Table 5.  Direct Shear Tests CSM MN 321 Lab (April 1982 and June 1991). 
 
 Cohesion (psi) Friction Angle (deg) Test Year 
Block P-1 5.86 21.7 1982 
Block P-2 2.55 17.6 1982 
Block P-3 11.15 15.1 1982 
Block P-4 0.48 20.5 1982 
Block P-5 3.45 22.0 1982 
Block 1-A 16.96 16.7 1982 
Block 3-A 0 17.4 1982 
Block 4-A 6.74 15.4 1982 
Block 207 3.59 16.6 1982 
Block BT6 0 23.2 1982 
Lower Block- R1 0.91 15.6 1991 
Upper Block- R21 1.20 11.5 1991 
 
 
Tensile strengths were measured on 39 samples from the above blocks.  The strengths 
ranged from 140 to 710 psi with an average strength of 460 psi in tension.  The elastic 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio were measured on 23 specimens from the above blocks and 
averaged 0.762 E6 psi and 0.328, respectively.  Poisson’s ratio is the measure of lateral to 
axial strain and is therefore a dimensionless quantity.  The test results for the elastic 
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properties are provided in Table 6 where the units associated with Poisson’s ratio are 
believed to be erroneous.  
 
 
Table 6.  Laboratory Determination of Elastic Properties of Potash 
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Typical yield and unconfined compressive strengths for potash and salt are reported by 
Boyd (1973) in Table 7.  The amount of sylvinite and clay influences the strength.   The 
yield strength is approximately 60 percent of the compressive strength.  A review of salt 
strengths (Tavares, 1994) also found that yield or damage occurs at about 60 percent of 
the ultimate compressive strength. 
 
 
Table 7.  Comparison of Potash and Salt Strength (Boyd, 1973) 
 
psi Potash Ore 15 to 20 % K2O Salt 
Compressive Strength 3,300 4,400 
Yield Strength 2,000 2,500 
 
 
For purposes of the analyses, the CSM data (Appendix B) is recast in terms of stress 
invariants in Figure 13.  
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Figure 13.  MS Chemical Data in Terms of Stress Invariants 
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A failure and damage criteria may be developed.  A dilatant damage criterion is used to 
delineate potential zones of dilatancy in the salt formations surrounding the mine. 
Dilatancy is attributed to micro-fracturing or changes in the pore structure of the salt, 
resulting in an increase in permeability.  The dilatancy and strength criterion can be 
expressed in terms of a safety factor as 
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where,  SF is the safety factor against damage or failure;  mI  33211   is the first 

invariant of the stress tensor;   
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J is the square root of 

the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor; 1, 2, and 3  are the maximum, 
intermediate, and minimum principal stresses, respectively; m is the mean stress.  The 
constant C was determined to be 0.4 for failure and is taken as 0.25 for damage (60% of 
the failure strength).  The resulting criteria is typical for salt and will also be used for 
anhydrite (Pfeifle and Hansen, 1998) and other formation rock other than the mudstone.  
For mudstone, slippage will be determined using an angle of friction of 11.3 degrees.  
This is consistent with the minimum measured shear slip (Table 5) and with that used for 
WIPP in simulating clay seams (Table 9). 
 
When SF<1, the shear stresses ( 2J  ) are large compared to the mean stress ( 1I  ) and 
dilatant or failure behavior is expected.  
 
Laboratory creep testing on model pillars is reported by Golder (1979) for New Mexico 
potash ore.  The tests by Obert (1965) simulated 4 inch diameter by 1 inch high pillars.  
Testing duration was 1000 hours at constant axial applied stresses ranging from 2,000 to 
7,000 psi.  Obert inferred from the results in Figure 14  that after an initial hardening 
phase, the strain rates were constant (steady-state). 
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Figure 14.  New Mexico Potash Creep Tests 
 
 
Obert developed a relationship for steady-state creep (after 200 to about 400 hours) as 

3.3
.

 K  
 
Where  is the axial strain rate (1/hr), K is a constant (1.78E-17 psi-3.3/hr), and  is the 
applied vertical load (stress, psi).  The steady-state “strain rates” are plotted in Figure 15 
(in reality these “strains” are changes in height at a specific point on the test specimen, 
defined by the radial outer edges of the confining rings that are originally the same height 
as the pillar, divided by the original height of the pillar).    
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Figure 15.  Steady-State Strain Rates Inferred from Testing Sample Pillars in Laboratory. 
 
While the testing done by Obert shows that creep of potash is sensitive to stress, the 
testing results are difficult to interpret in terms of creep material properties and 
implement into a constitutive model.   Creep rate is normally assumed to be a function of 
the deviatoric stress which is an unknown in the model pillar experiments.  Modern 
typical laboratory tests control the deviatoric loading and develop relationships similar to 
that in Figure 15.  However, the deviatoric stresses in the Obert pillar (not the “Pillar 
Stresses” shown in Figure 15) are uncontrolled and likely vary across the pillar width.  If 
stress controlled creep testing has been performed on NM potash, the sharing of those 
results would contribute to this investigation (see Foreword).  
 
In the absence of stress controlled creep testing, the above experiments will be simulated 
and a set of creep properties derived for potash.  A comparison of the results with 
measurements will be provided along with the derived creep parameters.  Creep testing 
has been performed for WIPP salt.  Given the argillaceous nature of the salt in the upper 
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and mid-portions of the Salado, this type of salt may be assumed to represent non-potash 
salts near the mines. 
 
Elastic parameters needed for the stratigraphy are provided in Tables 8 (Teufel, 1996).  
These parameters will be used as starting values in the calculations, but they may be 
varied to better represent field conditions (see Section on Model Variations).  Table 9 
(Munson, 1995) provides the elastic and creep parameters for argillaceous WIPP salt, as 
determined by modern material laboratory tests. 
 
A power law creep model will be used for the salt creep constitutive model, which 
considers steady-state creep rate to be determined from the following law: 

    
















RT

Q
A

n

exp

   

where,    creep strain rate;    von Mises equivalent stress;    shear modulus = 
E/2(1+); T = absolute temperature; A = structure factor determined from fitting the 
model to creep data, n = stress exponent; Q = effective activation energy; and R = 
universal gas constant.  A uniform salt temperature of 75 F will be assumed. 
 
 
Table 8.  Elastic Properties (Teufel, 1996) 
 
Formation Elastic Modulus (xE6 psi) Poisson’s Ratio 
Dewey Lake Beds 2.175 .25 
Rustler 2.9 .3 
Castile 2.247 .25 
Delaware 3.625 .2 
 
 
Table 9.  Reference Properties for WIPP Materials (Munson, 1995) 
 
Material Elastic Modulus (xE6 psi) Poisson’s Ratio 
Anhydrite 10.89 .35 
Polyhalite 8.02 .36 
Halite 4.495 .25 
Argillaceous Halite 4.495 .25 
 

Clay Seam 
Friction Angle deg 11.31 

 

Argillaceous Salt Creep 
A 1/sec 1.314E13 
n 5.0 
Q Kcal/mol 10 
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Mining Parameters 
 
Potash was first discovered in the Carlsbad area in 1925 and the first mine production 
began in 1931.  Since that time, seven companies have operated eleven mines producing 
potash from six different ore zones (Figure 16).  The potash ore has been produced from 
depths ranging from 500 to 2400 ft below surface with mining heights of 4 to 15 ft.   
Currently there are two companies (Intrepid and Mosaic) operating three mines 
producing from four different ore zones (BLM, 2005). 

 
 
 
Figure 16.  Location of Mines (Map from Griswold, 1982) 

** 
**

**  CLOSED AFTER 1982 
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Mining typically proceeds by development of entries and panels at extraction ratios of 60 
to 75%.    Upon retreat mining, pillars are mined and the extraction ratio increases to 80 
to 95%.  Mining height varies (BLM, 2005) depending on the available ore.  In the 
Intrepid mines, mining heights are 4 to 8 ft in the East Mine and 4 to 10 ft in the West 
Mine.  The Mosaic Mine (former IMC mine) has a varied mining height from 4.5 to 15 ft.   
As mentioned earlier a 10 ft seam height will be used in the analyses.  We are planning 
on normalizing analysis results to the mining height, if it is found reasonable to do so.   
 
Multiple mine levels can exist and either the upper or lower levels can be mined first.  
For example, IMC mined the 1st, 4th, 5th, and 10th ore zones at the 900, 850, 800, and 700 
ft levels, respectively.   The mined areas do not necessarily overlap each other vertically.   
Historically when 2 levels have overlapped, the mine excavations have generally been 
separated by 35 to over 120 ft.  Mining sequence may not be important if the lower seam 
is mined first.  This has been evidenced in mining activity carried out in caved 
hangingwalls about 50 to 100 ft above earlier mining horizons.  In these applications, the 
ore bed suffered no noticeable structural deformations other than elevation changes 
caused by subsidence (Golder, 1979).  Mining the upper level first can result in roof 
problems in the lower level if the ores zones are too close.  Simulating multiple levels 
will not be important to determining the standoff distance for a well, unless the distance 
is found to be on the same order as the separation of the ore zones.  At this time, we do 
not plan to model multiple mining horizons.  
 
The rate of mining was found to influence the rate of room closure and subsidence 
(Deere, 1957) and may therefore be an important modeling parameter.  Upon reaching 
the outer limit of mining the economical ore in parts of the US Potash mine, final mining 
(robbing of pillars) was commenced at an average rate of  about 12 to 13 ft per day (0.85 
miles per year) in the 8 to 15 ft high seam.   In their longwall operations, the average rate 
of retreat is approximately 200 ft per month or 0.45 miles per year (Pierson, 1965).  A 
rate of advance of 0.5 miles per year was estimated for IMC (Traywick and Fulton, 1973) 
and later at 0.35 miles per year (BLM 1987).   This is very consistent with a gross 
estimate that can be calculated knowing the total mining area and mine histories.  In 
1973, thirty thousand acres had been mined in 7 mines and the average mine age was 25 
years (BLM, 1973).  Assuming a square mining area, a gross mining rate of 0.5 miles per 
year is the result.  Rates of advance are likely smaller than retreat rates as most of the 
potash is removed during advance.  Retreat rates are dependent upon panel width.  At the 
Wills-Weaver mine (Golder, 1979), retreat rates were about 1.5 miles per year in the 1st 
and 2nd north panels, however the panel widths were only approximately 1100 ft wide 
and maximum surface subsidence was not obtained over the panels.  Subsidence was 
inhibited by the proximity of mine edges.   For purposes of our analyses only retreat 
mining will be simulated at  rates of 0.3 and 1 mile per year. 
 
 
Field Measurements and Observations 
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Relatively little deformation is observed during initial or primary mining when extraction 
ratios are low compared to secondary mining.  Deere (1957) believes that several inches 
may be associated with primary mining, but it has not been measured.  However, upon 
retreat mining when pillars are split and extraction ratios become high, the remnant 
pillars are crushed and the salt roof bends down to meet a buckled floor.  The presence of 
clay seams in the roof can cause the roof to slab off.  A clay seam located in the floor can 
result in punching of the remnant pillars into the floor and produce floor heave.  More 
globally, deformation of the roof is described as plastic and any minor fracturing that 
does develop may possibly heal when convergence is complete (Warnock, 1973).  At 
least this is believed to be the condition by some as mine flooding has not occurred. 
 
The mines are located below the water table (the Rustler Formation contains water 
bearing dolomites, e.g. Culebra).  Unlike the plastic deformation and flow of the salt, the 
limestones, dolomites, and shales are observed to fracture above the Salado (Boyd, 1973) 
due to subsidence.  Some brine inflow has been documented in large areas of secondary 
mining in the MS Chemical, Horizon, NM Potash, and Eddy mines by Stoller (1995), but 
it has never posed a problem for production or safety.   Minor water weeps are also 
associated with clay, but are believed to be a result of compaction, especially where thick 
clay seams exist.   
 
Fracture and re-compaction of less competent strata including anhydrite, polyhalite, and 
silt members within the salt, and salt creep, are believed to contribute to the time delay 
measured between mine closure and surface subsidence.  At the US Potash Mine4, the 
major movement at the surface took place within 175 to 200 days after pillar extraction, 
and after 500 days lapsed time, the movement was minimal (Cummings, 1962).   
 
The first visible evidence of subsidence on the surface is small hairline cracks following 
secondary mining which rapidly develop into openings measuring 1 inch wide and a 
hundred feet long.  Such cracks develop around the boundary of mined areas and become 
larger with time, measuring from 6 to 24 inches wide.  Slump holes also develop and 
measure 8 to 15 ft across and 15 ft deep.  The development of these features is associated 
with horizontal ground tension. 
 
The US Potash mine is 1000 ft deep and the seam thickness ranged from 5 to 15 ft in 
height.  Figure 17 shows a typical subsidence profile over the edge of the mine.  The 
surface strains are shown along with two angles commonly used to characterize 
subsidence.  The angle of draw is used to define the extent of measurable subsidence.  
Measureable subsidence is about 0.01 ft.  The angle of break is used to define the location 
on the surface most vulnerable to tensile cracks.  Figure 17 shows a an angle of draw of 
about 40 degrees and an angle of break of 20 degrees.  The maximum tensile and 
compressive strains are 0.5 and 0.8 percent, respectively.  These are associated with 
about 6.4 ft of subsidence over area where the potash seam is about 9 ft thick.  
 

                                                           
4 Ref to as US Borax mine 
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Figure 17.  Subsidence Measurements over US Potash Mine (after Miller and 
Pierson,1958). 
 
Deere (1961) measured the horizontal and compressive strains on the surface over 
various seam heights at the US Potash mine5.  The measured surface strains are presented 
in Table 10. Greater subsidence magnitudes generally result in higher strains, although 
the type of mining may have an impact.     
 
 
Table 10.  Max Surface Strains and Subsidence at US Potash  Mine (Deere, 1961) 
 
Baseline Max. Compressive 

Strain % 
Max. Elongation % Max. Subsidence ft 

75 E 0.6 0.9 10.2 
69 N 0.3 .25 7.0 
130 E .5 .4 6.3 
79 N .3 .2 3.8 
 
Pierson (1965) found that longwall mining produced smaller strains in the US Potash 
mine.  In areas where 5 ft of subsidence was measured, the maximum tensile strain was 
0.23 % measured at 150 ft from the panel edge or an angle of break of about 10 degrees.  
The maximum compressive strain was 0.06 % measured over the mine workings.   One 
factor that was attributed to the lower surface strains was the presence of primary mining 

                                                           
5 US Potash merged and became US Borax and Chemical in 1956.  They were then sold to US Potash and 
Chemical Co, in 1968, to Teledyne in 1972, and MS Chemical Co. in 1974. 
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beyond the edge of the longwall panel.  Pierson compared these to areas that were 
conventionally mined up to the edge of the panel.  Tensile strains of 0.67 % and 
compressive strains of 0.75 % were associated with 9 ft of subsidence.  Adverse ground 
conditions were encountered in the mine.  As a result, an experience based rule of thumb 
was developed from the subsidence measurements and observations underground, 
whereby the differential strain (difference between the maximum compressive and tensile 
strains) is limited to 1 % to prevent adverse mining conditions.  The measurements over 
both conventional and longwall sections supported a rule of thumb that subsidence is 
approximately two-thirds the mining height.  Pierson's measurements are shown in 
Figures 18 through 20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18.   Subsidence and Strain over the Modified Longwall Operation (line A-1).  
Pierson (1965).  Subsidence is in ft (left scale) and strain in units of percent (right scale). 
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Figure 19.  Subsidence and Strain over the Longwall Operation (Line A-2).  Pierson 
(1965).  Subsidence is in ft (left scale) and strain in units of percent (right scale). 
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Figure 20.  Subsidence and Strain over the Conventional Operation.  Pierson (1965).  
Subsidence is in ft (left scale) and strain in units of percent (right scale).   
 
Horizontal ground motions over time were recorded by Deere (1957) at the US Potash 
mine.  Station 65N 125E recorded a horizontal movement of 4 ft, but the net movement 
was only 1.52 ft because of reversal in direction of the movement (Figure 21).  This was 
in an area of approximately 6.75 ft of subsidence.  Other stations produced net horizontal 
movements ranging from 0.59 to 1.73 ft, which occurred near the edge or directly over 
the mined out areas. 
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Figure 21.  Horizontal ground movement at US Potash Mine. 
 
 
Subsidence over the US Potash mine was measured 700 ft from the edge of the secondary 
workings.  In areas where secondary mining was halted in a first mined area, the 
measured distance increased to 1200 ft (from the edge of the secondary workings).   The 
measurements defined a limiting angle, or angle of draw which varied from 30 to 51 deg 
per Miller and Pierson (1958).  It was believed to increase with weaker strata.   
 
Deere (1961) compared the angles of draw and break over areas that were bounded on 
one side  by primary mining and on the opposite side were secondarily mined to the edge 
of the panel.  A comparison is provided in Table 11.  A greater influence is noted in the 
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areas where primary mining is present beyond the secondary mining limits.  The angles 
are measured from the edge of the secondary workings from vertical.  Angles of break are 
reported elsewhere relative to horizontal. 
 
Table 11.  Angle of Draw and Break (Deere, 1961) 
 
Baseline Bounded by Unmined Area Bounded by Room and Pillars 
 Draw Break Draw Break 
75E >49   -3 56   10 
130E 53 0 55 9 
69 N >47   4 - - 
79N - - 58   20 
 
 
 
Subsidence profiles suggest that seam thickness and other factors may influence the 
shape of the subsidence trough.  Two cross-sections are provided above the US Potash 
Mine in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22.  Subsidence Profiles above US Potash Mine (Deere, 1957). 
 
Subsidence versus time over the US Potash mine is plotted in Figure 23.  The plot shows 
that subsidence is nearly finished at 6.8 ft after 240 days when the face has passed 1250 ft 
past the measurement station.  The distance required for maximum subsidence is not 
known, but it appears from the data that 1500 to 2000 ft may be required (Deere, 1957). 
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Figure 23.  Subsidence over the US Potash Mine. 
 
Table 12 shows that the ratio of subsidence to closure measured underground.  The ratio 
increases with time and final subsidence is approximately two-thirds the underground 
room height (Pierson, 1965).  Figure 24 plots the data from the mine showing final room 
closure (underground subsidence) to approach the measured surface subsidence.  In cases 
where the subsiding strata experiences limited disturbance and the lateral extent of the 
mined area is large enough, final subsidence may be on the order of the extracted seam 
height (Golder, 1979). 
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Table 12.  Relationship between Subsidence and Closure at US Potash Mine (Miller and 
Pierson, 1958). 
 
Time days Room ht  ft Subsidence  ft Ratio of Subsidence 

to Closure 
0 12.75 0  
60 9.5 0.75 0.23 
140 5.25 3.5 0.47 
200 - 6  
1000 - 7.5  
Final - 8.5 0.67 
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Figure 24.  Subsidence and Closure at US Potash Mine. 
 
 
 
Subsidence measurements were also performed at other mines.  Golder (1979) performed 
a limited amount of subsidence measurements above the Wills-Weaver mine.  
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Approximately 1.8 ft of subsidence had occurred over 2 years in a seam height of 4.3 ft 
where the extraction ratio averaged 80 to 85 percent and the mine depth was 990 ft.  The 
locations and measurements over the two subsidence arrays are shown in Figures 25 
through 27.  Retreat mining of the 1st North panel occurred from 9/20/1963 to 1/31/1964 
and retreat mining of the 2nd North panel from 7/20/1964 to 1/25/1965.  The earlier 
measurements occurred during mining of the panels which proceeded in a southerly 
direction (higher numbered stations were mined first). 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25.  Subsidence Stations over Wills Weaver Mine 
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Figure 26.  Subsidence Measurements over 1st North Panel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 27.  Subsidence Measurements over 2nd North Panel 

Wills-WeaverWills-Weaver

Wills-WeaverWills-Weaver
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Subsidence measurements (1959) were also presented (Figure 28) over a secondary 
mined area of the Southwest Potash  (AMAX) that showed a maximum angle of draw of 
36 deg. (Kirby, 1973).  Details are very limited in this case.   
 
According to Warnock (1995) other subsidence measurements have also been taken, but 
not published.  A memo by Walter Burlson (1968) provides information on the NMP 
Kermac mine.  At a depth of 1700 ft, it had 3 ft of subsidence over 5 ft openings.  The 
MS Chemical Lea mine had 4 ft of subsidence over 5 ft openings. No angles of draw 
were reported, and both mines are on the east side of the district which is considerably 
deeper.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28.  Subsidence Measurements over AMAX Mine (Kirby, 1973) 
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In addition to the underground closure measurements presented above in conjunction 
with subsidence studies, additional closure information is available.  Abel (1996) 
compiles a list of salt and potash mine closures.  The closure data for MS Potash and the 
Kerr-McGee (NM Potash) mines and calculated rates are presented in Table 13. 
 
Table 13.  Mine Closure Data 
 
Mine Depth Extraction 

Ratio % 
Height 
(ft) 

Closure 
(ft) 

Time yrs Rate 
%/yr 

MS Potash 1060 92 6 3 0.17 290 
Kerr-
McGee 

1900 20 5 0.17 10 0.34 

  25 5 0.42 3 2.8 
  25 5 1 5 4.0 
  25 5 1.5 5 6.0 
  30 5 1.1 5 4.4 
  32 5 1 3 6.7 
  32 5 2 10 4.0 
  80 5 1.75 1.25 28.0 

 
Closure rates were also monitored at the Wills-Weaver mine by Golder (1979).  The 
locations of the stations are shown in Figure 29.  In areas where no secondary mining 
occurred, the rates were only 0.1 to 0.2 inches per year in the main entries of the East 
Panel and in the north panel (60 to 75 % extraction).  In the 1st and 2nd north panels, 
where pillar retreat was occurring (85 % extraction rate), convergence stations showed 
rapid increases in rates up to 12 to 18 inches per month as the mining progressed 
southward.  Some of this was attributed to roof sag and floor heave, so the closure may 
not be representative of pillar shortening.  The measured closures are presented in Figures 
30 and 31 in weekly intervals.  Mining height was 4.3 ft.    
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Figure 29.  Location of Closure Measurements at Wills-Weaver (Golder, 1979) 
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Figure 30.  Measured Convergences in Wills Weaver Mine- 1st North (Golder, 1979). 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 31.  Measured Convergences in Wills Weaver Mine- 2nd North (Golder, 1979). 
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In addition to subsidence and closure measurements, observations have also been 
recorded.  At the US Potash mine, room closure is sensitive to the presence of clay 
seams.  Normally, failure of pillars is not sudden, but gradual and allows for sufficient 
time for pillar-robbing operations to progress beyond the area before the roof is let down 
too far (Deere, 1957).  However, in areas where a thin clay seam is present within 3 ft of 
the roof, it is impossible to enter the final mined areas after a few weeks because the 
collapsed roof and floor are in contact.  In other areas, where there are no serious roof 
falls, it is possible to enter the final mined area for as long as several months after final 
mining, although the distance between the roof and floor may be reduced from the 
original 12 ft to about 4 ft. 
 
From the above measurements and observations, a list of metrics can be derived for 
potential comparison to modeling predictions, especially for the 1000 ft deep mine.  They 
all apply to final (secondary) mining conditions, except for the last item.  The conclusions 
of the field measurements and observations are: 
 

1. most of the surface subsidence occurs over 1 to 3 years 
2. final subsidence magnitude ranges from two-thirds to approaching full 

underground closure 
3. angle of draw ranges from 30 to 55 degrees from vertical 
4. angle of break ranges from  -10 to 20 degrees from vertical  
5. maximum tensile strain ranges from 0.04 to 0.09 % per ft of subsidence 
6. a differential surface strain above 1% results in adverse ground conditions 
7. tensile stresses and hence cracks can occur on the ground surface over mined 

boundaries 
8. maximum compressive strain ranges from 0.01 to 0.13% per ft of subsidence 
9. net horizontal ground motions range from 0.1 to 0.25 ft per ft of subsidence over 

mined boundaries 
10. underground closure ranges from 30 days (poor ground conditions) to 150 days 
11. rates of subsidence and closure decrease with time after mining 
12. primary mining results in a few inches of subsidence and closure rates ranging 

from 0.2 to 7 % per year.  
 
Because of the various simplifications and assumptions inherent in any model, no single 
mathematical idealization of the underground can be expected to capture all the salient 
features found in mining.  On the field measurement and observations side, without 
knowing the pedigree of the data, it is difficult to ascertain the degree of uncertainty that 
may exist in it. Thus, the model used herein is formulated to, at least in a qualitative 
sense, capture many of the observations noted above.  The model will be compared to the 
above behaviors in an effort to validate its field performance.  Where major deviations 
are predicted, an attempt will be made to explain them and point out potential impacts on 
results and the conclusions reached. 
 
Well Completions 
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New Mexico Oil Conservation Division (OCD) of the Energy, Minerals, and Resources 
Dept. issued Order R-111 in 1951, and more recently R-111-P (1988), that defines the oil 
and gas casing program for the Potash area.  The regulations call for: 
 

1. Surface casing set in the “Red Bed” section of the basal Rustler formation 
immediately above the salt section, or in the anhydrite at the top of salt.  The 
cement shall be circulated to the surface. 

2. Salt protection string set not less than 100 ft or more than 600 ft below the base of 
the salt section cemented to the surface.  The string may be pulled in shallow 
wells if the production string is cemented to the surface. 

3. Optional intermediate string cemented to surface for wells drilled into the deep 
zone. 

4. Production string set on top or through the oil or gas pay zone. The well shall be 
cemented with a volume adequate to protect the pay zone and casing above the 
pay zone. 

5. Production strings in shallow wells shall be cemented to the surface if the salt 
protection string was pulled. 

6. Production strings in deep wells shall be cemented to the surface is required if no 
intermediate string was run and cemented to the surface. 

 
The distinction between a shallow or deep well is the depth to the base of the Delaware 
Mountain Group or a depth of 5,000 ft whichever is less.  Therefore in the salt section, 
shallow wells will have one cemented casing through the salt and deep wells require two 
cemented casings.  In addition, the surface casing is cemented above the salt.  These 
requirements, along with pressure tests at the casing seat, have been in effect since 1951.  
Without centralizers (R-111 does not require them), casings can contact the formation or 
each other (DOI, 1962) and result in asymmetric geometries, which are not modeled. 
 
A summary of wells located within the mines and their status is provided in Table 14 
(Appellants IBLA92-612, 1997).  At least one of the active wells at the Eddy mine is a 
high pressure gas well which produced approximately 0.5 BCF and 2 wells at the 
Horizon mine are high pressure gas wells drilled after 1975, one of which produced 1 
BCF. 
 
 
Table 14.  Well Status in Mines (1997) 
 
Mine Prior to 1951 After 1951 Year not 

Specified 
Active P & A Inactive Active P &A Inactive P &A 

Eddy 10 43  2 3 6 0  
Horizon/Amax/SW 
Potash 

1 12 0 3 3 2  

NM Potash       3 
IMC       2 
MS Chemical       1 
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The number of wells located within the mines is small in comparison to the 2800 wells 
currently drilled into the potash area.  Of these about 600 wells were completed prior to 
1951, and many are still producing.   The older well completions did not have to adhere 
to order R-111.   
 
An investigation into an oil seep at the Eddy mine (Hager, 1965) refers to a Getty well 
log that showed an 8 inch casing through the salt that was mudded in and a 6 inch 
production string that was mudded in at the pay zone.  No cement was shown, except for 
the surface casing.  The well was producing 4 bbls of oil per day and located 
approximately 600 ft from the mine workings.  Another example is the Hargraves No. 2 
well which was inadvertently mined into.   It had a 8 in surface casing to 451 ft (top of 
salt) and a 7 in production casing to 1568 ft, both of which were cemented with 50 sacks 
in 1942 (DOI, 1942).  Earlier examples of investigated wells, included two 1929 wells.  
In some cases, such as in the No. 1 Cunningham well, no cement was used on the 8-3/4 
production casing set at 1600 ft (NM, 1929).  On the Chase No. 1 well a limited amount 
of cement was used (75 to 150 sacks).  The cementing practice was sporadic prior to 
1951, but it appears that little to no cement may have been used in some of those wells. 
 
Present day well completions vary, but a typical Delaware deep well is described in YP-
411, General Chronology of a Delaware Well. 
 

1. 40 ft of 20 in conductor pipe set at surface 
2. 17.5 in hole drilled to  850 ft 
3. 13-3/8 in casing emplaced and cemented to surface (Class C cement) 
4. Hole extended with 11 or 12-1/4 bit 100 ft past last salt or about 4200 ft 
5. 8-5/8 in casing emplaced and cemented to surface (Lite followed by Class C) 
6. Hole extended with 7-7/8 in bit through bottom of Castile to Bone Springs (8700 

ft) 
7. Decide on whether to produce hole (run production casing) or plug and abandon 
8.  5-1/2 in production casing cemented (Class H, Lite, and C cements) to surface in 

several stages. 
 
For plugging and abandonment, the procedure describes at least 35 ft of cement above 
top perforation and a 25 sack minimum plug across the 8-5/8 shoe.  A plug is set across 
the McNutt and a minimum 25 sack plug is placed across the 13-5/8 shoe.  Additional 
plugs may be required by OCD and BLM.  Order R-111 (OCD, 1951), requires plugging 
in a manner that will provide a solid cement plug through the salt section. 
 
A typical Delaware completion is listed in Table 15. 
 
 
Table 15.  Typical Casing Specs. 
 
Size Weight lb/ft Grade Wall Thickness in 
13-3/8  48 H-40 0.330 
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 54.5 J-55 0.380 
8-5/8  24 K-55 0.264 
 28 S-80 0.304 
 32 J-55 or M-80 0.352 
5-1/2 15.5 J-55 or K-55 0.275 
 17 J-55 or N-80 0.304 
 
A casing program by Pan American (Croft, 1964) specified surface casing at  94 lb, a 1st 
intermediate string of  13-3/8 in 54.5 lb to 1400 ft, a 2nd intermediate of  9-5/8 in 40 lb to 
4000 ft, and a 5.5 in 20 lb production casing to 13,000 ft.  The surface and intermediate 
casings would be cemented through salt.   
 
Broadhead, Luo, and Speer (1995) compiled typical well completions near the WIPP 
Site.   The geologic column (Figure 32) shows that gas is more commonly encountered in 
deeper formations.   Two completions are shown in Figure 33. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 32.  Geologic Column Near WIPP showing Production Zones (Broadhead, 1995) 
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Figure 33.  Well Completions in Lower Brushy Canyon and Atoka and Morrow 
Formations (Broadhead, 1995) 
 
 
Pressure data is routinely collected downhole at the time the wells are completed.  
Numerous records exist, and they appear to be consistent in the pressure gradient 
calculated, regardless of depth.  Initial formation pressures average 0.43 psi per ft of 
depth (Table 16).  This is equivalent to a hydrostatic head.  Formation pressures in the 
Salado and Castile are believed to be higher, but these are non-producing formations 
above the Delaware.   A deep gas well (14,000 ft) would have a bottom-hole pressure of 
6000 psi.  At mine depth (1000 to 2000 ft), the pressure would be less due to the density 
of the fluid in the wellbore.  Assuming a gas column in the well, the pressure at mine 
depth would be about 4000 psi.  Delaware pressures would be less, in part due to depth 
(8000 ft), and measured pressures are about 3000 psi (Teufel and Hazlett, 2000).  These 
wells commonly produce oil, associated gas, and water.  Therefore the slightly higher 
fluid density in these wellbore may reduce the pressure exerted on the casings at mine 
depth.  Discovery pressures also deplete with time, and depending on completion 
technique, may not be directly applied to the cemented casings in the McNutt.  They 
represent an upper bound.  A lower bound pressure for purposes of the analysis is 
atmospheric pressure.  While one may argue that gas migration may not occur under very 
low pressure conditions, the impact of gas pressure on well mechanics and integrity will 
be investigated at both high and low fluid pressures, in part because pressure histories in 
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the well can vary over the life of the well depending on the production horizon being 
tapped, workovers, and stimulations.   
 
Table 16.  Initial Pressure Gradients in Wells 
 
depth pressure psi/ft Location ref pg 

6050 2425 0.40 Cherry Canyon well 1386 
5500 2256 0.41 Cherokee fm 49er 

well 
1403 

5500 2425 0.44 Cherokee fm 49er 
well 

1403 

6700 2800 0.42 Delaware 1875 
2690 1100 0.41 Yates 1919 

14633 6400 0.44 Morrow sand 1979 
14524 6750 0.46 Morrow sand 1981 

4550 1843 0.41 Yates 5119 
6550 2738 0.42  5119 

10519 4600 0.44  5987 
10845 5175 0.48 Morrow     6547 
10845 4955 0.46 Morrow     6547 
12210 4988 0.41 Morrow     6547 
12293 5253 0.43 Morrow     6547 
13219 5651 0.43 Morrow     6547 

7500 3150 0.42 Delaware 6558 
12144 4887 0.40 Fed. Dooley No. 1 16100 

  0.43 average  

 
 
Well Model and Properties 
 
For modeling the wells, steel and cement properties are needed in addition to the rock and 
interface (bedding plane) properties mentioned earlier.  Table 17 lists the elastic 
properties for steel.   
 
Table 17.  Well Properties 
 
 Steel 
Elastic Modulus (psi) 29 x 106 
Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 
 
The Sandia Geomodel will be used to simulate the cement behavior.    Plastic behavior 
and strain hardening are captured in the model.  A complete description of the model and 
data set for a 23 MPa (3350 psi) sand-quartz aggregate concrete are provided by Fossum 
and Brannon (2004) and Warren (2002).  Table 18 lists the parameters for the cement 
model.  B0 and G0 represent the initial elastic bulk and shear moduli of the cement.  Other 
parameters control the inelastic deformation associated with growth and coalescence of 
microcracks and pores as the material hardens and yields under load.  Under larger 
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confining pressures, the material could behave in a plastic manner.  The limit surface for 
the cement model is shown in Figure 34. 
 
 
Yielding of the steel casing will be assumed to follow the von Mises criterion when it 
reaches the specified API yield limit.  Yielding will be evaluated not only in direct shear, 
but also due to bending and axial deformations from the mine model that will be imposed 
on a well casing to calculate stresses and strains.  Couplings in the casing will not be 
modeled or individually evaluated.  Threaded couplings add a complexity to the 
calculation that is difficult to simulate, especially under axial and bending loads where 
leakage can occur.  In evaluating the integrity of the well casing, a reasonable safety 
factor must be used to offset the lack of modeling complexity and uncertainties that occur 
in the field. 
 
Table 18.  Properties for Geomodel Cement  
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Figure 34.  Yield Surface of Geomodel Cement (from Fossum and Brannon, 2004) 
 
Based on the variation in well completions, 3 casing models will be considered.  The first 
model will represent old practice, whereby a single cemented casing may exist.  For this 
purpose, an 8-5/8 in casing cemented into an 11 in hole and 40 ksi yield strength steel 
will be assumed.  The second model will consider two (8-5/8 in and 13-3/8 in) cemented 
55 ksi steel casings.  The third model will add  a 5-1/2 in cemented casing to the second 
model and assume that all 3 casings are 55 ksi steel.    The specific casing and hole 
dimensions are provided in Table 19. 
 
Table 19.  Well Model 
 
Casing Number Outside Diameter 

(in) 
Thickness (in) Hole Diameter 

(in) 
1 8-5/8 .264 11 
2 13-3/8 .33 17-1/2 
3 5-1/2 .275  
 
No pre-loading will be assigned to the casings as a result of emplacement and cementing.  
In practice such loads exist due to the weight of the mud, density of the steel, and 
cementation pressures.  After the cement sets, the degree of loading is difficult to 
estimate.   In many cases, a micro-annuli surrounding a well casing is not uncommon 
which suggests a relatively low loading. 
 
 
 
Model Variations 
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The mechanical properties of the rock overlying the salt can vary and test data is 
apparently not available.  Table 8 provided some values assumed in a previous study by 
Teufel (1996).  In that study, the Dewey lake Beds and Rustler formations were assigned 
an elastic modulus of 15 and 20 GPa, respectively.  However, these formations contain 
different types of rocks.  Table 20 shows a range reported in literature.   
 
 
Table 20 Young's Moduli of Rocks from Handbooks (unit: GPa) 
 

Rocks Carmichael (1984) Toulukian and Ho (1981) 
Anhydrite - 1 to 20 
Dolomite 10 to 80 2 to 71 
Gypsum - 2 

Limestone 3 to 100 2 to 81 
Sandstone 0.4 to 70 4 to 52 

Shale 0.4 to 70 2 to 52 

 
Properties of rock are also influenced by large scale features not necessarily represented 
in laboratory size specimens, such as fractures.  Therefore, the rock properties in the 
subsidence model will be adjusted within reason, based in part on the above ranges, to 
best represent the field measurements and observations previously summarized.  Mine 
subsidence and closure data will be compared to model predictions.  A calibration of the 
material used to simulate room and pillar behavior may also be required to better 
approximate mining conditions.  
 
A crushed salt or similar model may be used to simulate the response of the mined out 
room and pillar panels (Hansen, et al., 1998; Callahan and Hansen, 1999).  The model is 
intended to capture time dependent deformations of a panel based on the extraction ratio 
of the panel.  Individual pillars and rooms will not be explicitly modeled.   The initial 
fraction density of the material will be set to 0.1 to represent a 90 percent extraction ratio 
when simulating secondary mining.  When the fractional density of the salt reaches one 
due to closure and consolidation of material, the model produces intact salt (potash) 
behavior.  The model parameters were originally developed to simulate consolidation of 
crushed salt at WIPP which has an initial fractional density of 0.6 (o=1300 kg/m3).  In 
our case, the WIPP reference model parameters (Table 21) may need to be adjusted to 
better simulate actual room closure rates.   
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Table 21.  WIPP Crushed Salt Parameters (Butcher, 1997) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
A plastic model may be used to capture the behavior of anhydrite in the casing model if 
casing damage is predicted along an anhydrite interface.  Anhydrite is found in the 
Rustler and bands occur within the Salado, often on top of the clay and mudstones.  
Yielding may occur in the anhydrite if significant casing resistance to slip induces large 
stresses in the anhydrite.  The anhydrite layer can be considered isotropic and elastic until 
yield occurs (Butcher, 1997).  The behavior of the anhydrite will be assumed to be the 
same as the WIPP anhydrite. Once the yield stress is reached, plastic strain begins to 
accumulate. Yield is assumed to be governed by the Drucker-Prager criterion: 
 

    12 aICJ   

 
where   2J the second deviatoric stress invariant 

   1I the first stress invariant ( kk ) 
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A non-associative flow rule is used to determine the plastic strain components. Drucker-
Prager constants, C and a, for the anhydrite are given in Table 22. 
 
Table 22. Drucker-Prager constants for anhydrite (Butcher, 1997) 
 

Parameters Units Values 

C MPa 1.35 

a  0.45 

 

The input to the model (soil and crushable foam) in the JAS3D code requires the analyst 
to provide TWO MU, 2, and the BULK MODULUS, K. The conversion from Young’s 
modulus, E, and Poisson’s ratio,, to the JAS3D input parameters is given by the 
following relationships taken from Fung (1965): 

      
)1(

2






E
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E

K  

 
The JAS3D code requires the input to the material model which describes the anhydrite’s 

nonlinear response to be given in terms of effective stress, 23J  , and pressure,  

3
1Ip  . Rewriting the above equation in terms of    and p the following relationship is 

obtained: 
 

      apC 333   
 

The JAS3D input parameters 0A  and 1A  are C3  and a33 , respectively. The JAS3D 

input parameters for the anhydrite are given in Table 23. 

 
Table 23. Material properties of anhydrite (Butcher, 1997) 
 
Parameters Units Values 

Density (ρ) kg/m3 2300 
Young’s Modulus (E) GPa 75.1 

Poisson’s Ratio (ν) - 0.35 
Bulk Modulus (K) GPa 83.4 

Shear Modulus (μ) GPa 27.8 

Constants 

A0 MPa 2338 

A1 - 2.338 
A2 - 0 
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The finite element code JAS3D (Blandford, 1998) will likely be used in the calculations.  
It uses an eight-node hexahedral Lagrangian uniform strain element with hourglass 
stiffness to control zero energy modes.  A nonlinear conjugate gradient method is used to 
solve the nonlinear system of equations. This efficient solution scheme is considerably 
faster than the direct solvers which are used in most commercial codes and is a product of 
decades of research and development into nonlinear large strain finite element analyses.  
 
 
Evaluation of Results 
 
Yielding of steel in a well casing will be considered as unacceptable.  It is common 
engineering practice to design steel structures so that the members do not yield under the 
design loads.  The structure in this case is the well.  The integrity of the well will be 
compromised if yielding occurs in any of its casings.  In addition a safety factor will be 
used depending on the uncertainties in the analyses and consequences at stake.  The 
uncertainties are related to the naturally occurring geologic variations in the field, and 
unknowns in modeling their behavior, primarily rock properties and constitutive models.  
Additional uncertainties arise due to the generic and idealistic assumptions used in the 
models and the limited number of conditions evaluated.  The consequences of being 
wrong in establishing the standoff distances can be enormous.   In this case, life and 
significant economics are at risk.  Therefore, while the study will present findings at the 
yield limit for steel, it will recommend standoff distances greater than those calculated at 
the yield limit.   
 
The risk tolerance of individuals or for that matter the two industries involved, varies 
along with what it has at stake.  The oil and gas industries may be willing to take greater 
risks as long as the consequences are largely upon the mining industry.  It is also possible 
for the mining industry, in their desire to protect their valuable assets and considerable 
investment, to try and prohibit any hydrocarbon development regardless of what may be 
reasonable from a technical point of view.  Thus, the extensive litigation and lack of 
resolution on this issue.  The potash and oil and gas industries will likely remain 
divergent in establishing what is acceptable.  In this study, the project team will propose a 
reasonable safety margin, but will not establish it for purposes of our report until after 
review and consensus (see Foreword).  
 
Damage to casing cement is not necessarily unacceptable, unless it is predicted to extend 
vertically along the casing from the oil to potash production zones.  We don’t anticipate 
any such response in the modeling, but will verify through examination the analysis 
results.  It should be noted that in the field, leakage along the cemented annulus is 
common in wells, and could be problematic if not during production, possibly after the 
well is plugged and abandoned.  Modeling of flow along a microannulus is challenging as 
the characteristics of the flow channel are largely unknown and dependent upon the 
cement job and other factors beyond the scope of this investigation.  
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The yield model used for cement is intended to produce realistic load transfers to the 
casing, however, yielding of the cement does not imply loss of well integrity.  The steel 
serves to contain the well fluids.  However, a practical consideration to cement damage is 
the possibility of enhanced corrosion of the casing.   We will therefore note it in 
discussing the results, but predictions of corrosion are outside the scope of the analyses.   
 
Damage of rock or separation of strata can also be important, as it impacts the 
hydrological properties, facilitating flow, either of gas or oil from the well into the mine 
or inflow of water into the mine from overlying water bearing formations.  Therefore 
these results will be evaluated and weighed accordingly.  In the case of gas migration, it 
is desirable to maintain integrity of the salt between the well and mine.  Damage across 
this region is considered unacceptable regardless of the state of the well.  This will help 
ensure that microannular or gas from thread leaks do not readily migrate into the mine.    
 
 
Position on Gas Migration 
 
Hydrologic or frac analyses are not included in this analysis plan.  It is assumed that if 
well integrity is compromised, gas pressures can be sufficiently high enough to either 
fracture the formation or permit flow into the mine through the natural flow system.  
These two flow systems (hydrofracture and natural flow) are addressed below. 
 
Wellbore fluid pressures, exerted against the rock, in excess of lithostatic pressure can 
fracture the formation.   Theory holds that the overpressure must be greater than the 
tensile strength or cohesion of the rock for the formation to fracture.   In the case of a 
fractured anhydrite or clay marker bed, the cohesive strength is insignificant.  The 
lithostatic pressure at mine depth is about 1000 and 2000 psi for the typical and deep 
mines, respectively.  Since initial gas pressures in the wells are much greater (up to 4000 
psi) than the lithostatic stress state, fracturing or separation of existing fractures will 
occur.  The fractures will propagate as the reservoir can supply and maintain pressure on 
the system.  No analysis needs to be done to arrive at this conclusion.  The practice of 
fracturing a formation by over-pressurizing it is routinely exercised in the oil and gas 
industry to stimulate production from wells.   
 
As discussed above (see Well Completions), high reservoir gas pressures rapidly deplete 
during production of a zone, and frac pressures may not exist for long periods of time 
after production commences.  However, wells are typically completed at various horizons 
or pay zones over time, and wells can be reworked to even greater depths.  Such stages 
throughout the life of a well periodically restore high pressures conditions.  Shut-in wells, 
that are not producing nor plugged and abandoned, may also repressurize with time.   
 
When examining the natural flow system, the anhydrite marker beds and associated clay 
seams are considered as likely flow conduits.  In order for flow to occur into the mine, 
the well pressures have to be greater than the formation fluid pressures.  Formation 
pressures in the McNutt are not known, measurements in pressure relief boreholes 
suggest low pressures (60 psi).  These pressures may have been reduced due to the 
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presence of the mine.   However, in a similar manner, the pore pressure in the well pillar 
may also be depleted with time due to the presence of the mine.  Therefore, the formation 
pressures in the rock between a well and a mine may be quite low and easily allow for 
migration of oil or gas into the mine, even when well fluid pressures are low.   
 
The Salado formation can not be relied upon to isolate gas pressures from the mine.  
Further evidence of this can be found in the field.  Pressures less than lithostatic are 
sufficient to open fluid pathways in the anhydrite marker beds at WIPP (Wawersik et al, 
1997).  The WIPP project is not relying on the integrity of the Marker Beds in the Salado 
to isolate itself from potential gas flow.  On the contrary, the project assumes that the 
Marker Beds will accommodate gas generated by the waste in the repository and thereby 
reduce the potential to fracture the repository horizon (Wawersik, et al, 1997).  The 
amount of gas generated by the WIPP will be limited and produced over a long period of 
time.  The wells outside the WIPP boundaries are not considered a threat to the repository 
because of the low probability of a well breach (Rechard, 1999).  This is justifiable as the 
subsidence associated with the repository (Pfeifle, 2004) is small to negligible in 
comparison to that experienced by the potash mining.    
 
Other field observations are from the nearby waterflooding operations (Vacuum, 
Monument, and Rhodes-Yates fields) that contaminated vast sections of the Salado 
(Silva, 1995), in some cases over miles in lateral extent and reportedly along 48 distinct 
horizons or interbeds within the Salado (Bailey, 1990); and also from the potash mines 
themselves where oil seeps have been observed in the mine near wells (PCA, 1973).  
These items have been argued in extensive litigation and it is not our intent to reproduce 
the materials presented there.  It is sufficient to say that the above field observations 
support the position that flow can occur through the Salado.   
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This document constitutes a plan.  It represents our best estimate at how we will proceed, 
what we will base our analyses upon, and the criteria to be used in evaluating the results.  
However, some latitude may be required in order for the analysis team to investigate 
analysis results and understand the underlying mechanics, and also to make 
recommendations relevant to the mine-well mechanics and gas migration issue.  
 
The study aims to understand and characterize mine-well interactions for the conditions 
encountered in the potash area, and finally suggest a standoff criteria between the wells 
and mines.  In practice, one must consider the uniqueness of each situation and 
considerable judgment will still be needed to make appropriate calls on standoff 
distances.  Additional analyses for specific or unique cases may be required.
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APPENDIX A.  Maps of Potash Area and Mines 
 
 
Mine Locations in Potash Lease Area 
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IMC Mine 
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Interpids Lease (MS Chemical) 
 
 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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AMAX Mine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Eddy Mine 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Horizon Mine 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Intrepid East (NM Potash Mine) 
 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Western Ag Mine 
 
 

 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Wills Weaver Mine 
 
 
 
 

Markings are 
obsolete! 
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Intrepid West Mine (US potash, US borax, Teledyne, CARGO, MS Potash Mine) 
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APPENDIX B.  Strength Data (Colorado School of Mines) 
 
1982 Data 1991 Data 
Confinement 
(psi) 

Strength (psi) Confinement 
(psi) 

Strength 
(psi) 

Confinement 
(psi) 

Strength 
(psi) 

Block P Block A Upper Potash Unit 1 
0 2890 1000 6330 800 5500 
1400 12570 0 4450 1000 5210 
800 8860 700 8940 0 2430 
1000 9640 1400 14340 0 2670 
500 5330 0 2640 1500 9500 
0 2230 1200 10280 500 3530 
500 3490 0 3160 Unit 4 
1500 12370 800 7590 1000 7480 
0 3040 1200 9340 0 3690 
200 4090 1200 11380 0 4410 
1300 11740 0 3900 1500 11120 
0 3410 600 7540 500 6830 
500 8160 1400 10700 0 3510 
0 4310 0 1610 Unit 3 
400 5290 700 9880 1500 11620 
200 5490 0 4460 1200 8890 
0 2940 0 3580 900 7350 
300 4600 600 10560 600 4940 
1300 9390 400 8320 300 5100 
0 1540 1250 13920 0 2960 
700 9440 Blocks 207, BT, and 22 0 3610 
300 6920 1200 11310 Unit 2 
0 3520 850 10100 0 3370 
0 1870 300 3850 0 2810 
1500 12630 1100 11540 1500 12680 
500 7470 400 6750 1200 5910 
0 3340 0 2350 800 7830 
700 7920   400 4690 
1400 12640   Lower Clayey Unit 1 
0 4720   0 1760 
400 6950   300 3500 
900 9880   500 2870 
0 3090   0 3040 
1500 10820   700 3990 
200 6200   900 4430 
1500 12980   1100 8680 
1100 12580   1500 5440 
0 4950   1300 3280 
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1991 Data    
Roof Floor   
0 2740 0 2180   
0 2880 0 3340   
400 4650 0 2320   
800 8550 0 3450   
1200 9880 300 5820   
1500 7120 600 7780   
0 2520 900 4730   
0 2550 1200 10750   
400 5790 0 2800   
800 7700 1500 13460   
1200 7940     
1500 11220     
 
Additional plots of data in terms of stress invariants: 
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Appendix II:  Sandia Response to Stakeholder 
Comments on Analysis Plan 
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Sandia Response to Stakeholder Comments 
 
 
Issues Addressed 

 Creep Testing 
 Elastic Properties from Logs 
 Thickness of Shear Plane 
 Friction 
 Cement Modulus 
 Role of modeling 
 Well Design 
 Field Experiment 
 Integrity Testing of Existing Wells 
 Non-Technical 

 
 
 
Creep Testing 
 
Initially we desired to obtain potash core and perform creep tests.  Our attempts to obtain 
core were unsuccessful.  We therefore decided to simulate some of the potash core tests 
published by Obert (1965) on specimens extracted from a local mine.  The laboratory 
scaled pillars that Obert tested did not maintain a constant deviatoric stress, either 
spatially or temporally.  Therefore, we were not able to derive constitutive properties 
from the test results.   Testing procedures have changed since Obert's tests.  Today we 
would use cylindrical core, not pillar mockups, and we would maintain control over the 
deviatoric stress state while measuring deformation with time.  We were pleased that 
Intrepid recently offered to take core for testing.  Unfortunately creep testing would delay 
the project and it would cost a considerable amount.  A test matrix would have to be 
comprised of different potash types and grades, with various impurity types and levels.  A 
single creep determination requires three to six tests.  To test all the variations found in 
the field, numerous tests would be required.   This would likely result in a wide range of 
creep rates that would spatially vary within and among the various potash seams.   Using 
this information in a model may not be feasible since the spatial variations would be 
difficult to map over the entire basin.  The information may not be significant to the 
modeling since the maximum predicted shear displacements occur well above the potash 
mine, and the amount of potash in the Salado is small compared to salt.  Creep tests 
performed on New Mexico potash and other potash (Obert, 1965; Jeremic, 1994) show 
the rates can be either higher or lower than salt.  Therefore salt properties are used for the 
unmined potions of the mine horizon.  The mined potash areas will be simulated using a 
model that represents the large deformations associated with secondary mining.  It will be 
calibrated using mine closure and subsidence information. 
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Obert’s Model Pillar for Creep Testing (1965) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Pictures of Mosaic Mine Potash showing localized variations in mineralogy. 
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Elastic Properties from Logs 
 
Logs can be used to derive rock properties.  In this case, Intrepid provided density and 
sonic logs for 5 coreholes.  Both normal and shear velocities are needed along with the 
density to determine the modulus of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio.  The compensated 
sonic tool did not measure the transverse velocity, therefore properties were not derived 
from the logs. 
 
 
Thickness of Shear Plane 
 
A 3 ft thick shear plane was used in a Trona study and suggested for the potash study.  
Geologists (Gunn and Hills, NMBMMR Open File Report 146)  state that clay seams 
vary in thickness from thin film to 5 inches.  Core wells and logs substantiate this.  If 
resources permit, we will develop a casing model that evaluates a finite size slip layer, 
say 5 inches.  However, the possibility of a thin layer as simulated is realistic. 
 

 
 
 
Pictures of clay strings and bedding planes in Mosaic Mine (pillar and close-up) 
 
 
Friction 
 
The value used for WIPP and in our analyses is a friction coefficient of 0.2.  Calculations 
using that value compare well to measured room deformations at WIPP.  A similar value 
was used for the Trona analyses (Marl, 0.26), and measured frictions in shear tests of 
potash samples suggest 0.2 as appropriate.  In studies of slip in oil fields, Hamilton found 
that at Wilmington, a frictional coefficient of 0.18 best matched the measured 
subsidences.  A study on Belridge used 0.1 to match field measurements of shear 
displacement across failed casings and subsidence (Hilbert, Fredrich, Bruno, Deitrick, 
and Rouffignac, 1996) 
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The reference to gouge tests by Price (1980) may reflect the material found in faults.  It is 
difficult to say as the thesis is unpublished and the referenced author states that he 
performed tests on the effect of anhydrite on the intact mechanical properties of salt.  
Tests by Bowles (1978) on clay show the internal friction angle of vary from 3 to 20 
degrees for consolidated undrained conditions.  The average of this range results in a 
friction coefficient of 0.2 
 
 
Cement Modulus 
 
The modulus of Portland cement varies from 3-8x106 psi (Lea 1971) or 2-6x106 psi   
Merritt 1981.  The initial modulus of Geomodel cement is 2.7x 106, which is at the low 
end of the ranges found in the literature.  Sandia has previously used a value of 3.8x106 
psi  in its modeling of SPR wells (Sobolik and Ehgartner, 2005), which use a Class-C 
cement similar to those found in the potash basin.  Softer values 0.7 to 1.5x106 psi are  
recommended by oil and gas reviewers (no reference provided).  We note that the cement 
behavior in the model softens upon loading  (slope of stress-strain curve decreases).  The 
unconfined compressive strength of the cement used in the Geomodel is approximately 
4000 psi, which is less than the typical 5000 psi compressive strength reportedly used in 
oil and gas wells in the potash area (O’Brien, 2008). 
 

 
Stress Strain Behavior of Geomodel Conventional Strength Portland Cement- 5000 psi 
confinement (Arguello, 2008) 
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Role of modeling 
 
Modeling allows us to examine the possibilities.  A model that uses the best available 
information and data, as presented in the analysis plan, and matches the underground 
closure and surface subsidence deformations also captures the deformations in the strata 
between the mine and surface.  Thus, our comparison to field observations.  The 
structural behavior of steel and cement are well known, therefore the modeling of the 
well is also credible.  It is argued that there are any number of input variations to the 
model that could produce similar matches to the field measurements, but could effect the 
slippages predicted.  We don’t know whether that speculation is true or not, but there is 
no reason to pursue it.  In our analyses we did not have to arbitrarily vary parameters to 
match the field data.  To do so would result in less credible predictions.    
 
We conclude that the model results are very realistic possibilities.  Given this, we intend 
on providing 1) a slip envelope curve such as the one from the Trona studies and 2) the 
maximum slip allowable for the wellbore models, such that one may quantitatively define 
a standoff criterion. 
 
 

 
 
Slip Envelope from Trona Study 
 
 
 
Well Design 
 
A suggestion to design a well to accommodate slippage perhaps by under reaming or 
using specialized cements at interface locations is an interesting consideration, but 
outside the scope of work for this project.  We do note that there are numerous potential 
slip planes in the geology, and locating them using logging tools may not be possible as 
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the clay interfaces are very thin.  Therefore while a theoretical design may be possible, it 
may be very difficult to implement in the field due to the preponderance of thin beds.  
 
Thus far, only conventional well designs have been proposed for use in the potash area.  
A well could be designed to accommodate slippage.  One such idea is to have 
uncemented annuli between the salt string and production string.  The annuli could be 
pressure limited by a blow out diaphram at the well head, thus preventing pressure 
buildup at the salt string in the event of leakage of the production string.  Annular 
pressure could be monitored in real time if necessary.  This approach allows for yielding 
of the salt string to the point where it contacts the closest inner string and compromises 
its integrity.  A large annulus would permit significant deformation.  This design by 
definition requires yield and loss of integrity of the salt string.  An idea that may be hard 
to adjust to as the practice of a salt protection string commenced in the early 1950’s.  In a 
similar manner, novel design concepts may be considered unproven and unconventional, 
and as such not suitable for applications where life is at stake.   
 
 

 
Concept Well Proposed for Protection of Wyoming Trona Mines (Yates) 
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In any of the designs that have been or may be proposed, one must keep in mind that 
wells are not always build as-is, that is constructed as planned.  This is also true in how 
they are operated.  An argument was exerted that Sandia should have performed a risk 
assessment.  That is not within our SOW, however to do so would address the failures of 
wells and the imperfect record of the oil and gas industry.  A number of such studies have 
already been done to address that, one of which focused specifically in the potash area as 
part of litigation records using NMOCD incident reports.   The challenge with such 
evaluations is determining what an acceptable risk is to human life.  That is difficult to 
answer and it is therefore difficult to use the results of risk studies.  In the current study 
performed by Sandia, we can provide answers to and define what an acceptable standoff 
distance is for a conventional well design.  That information will be of value to BLM.   
 
 
Field Experiment 
 
A well test similar to that conducted in the Trona formation was suggested as a means to 
validate the model and provide final resolution.  The concept is to install a test well, mine 
the area around it, while logging the well and measuring subsidence.  This would provide 
a case study, but may require years to complete depending on mining schedules.  It would 
represent a single data point in a very large field, where the geology is known to vary and 
the mines differ considerably in depth, mining rates and extraction ratios, and horizons.   
Undoubtedly a model could be developed to match the measurements as was done for the 
Trona study, but the question will remain as to its ability to predict behavior in other 
areas of the field.  We do not view a single test as being conclusive.  A number of tests 
may be required.   
 
Despite the inconclusive nature of any field test, a test will provide additional 
information, and close agreement between the measurements in the field and the 
modeling would result in additional confidence in analysis predictions.  
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Fugro Plate 4.6 Report No. 0201-4296, 2002. 
  
 
 
Another possibility is to use core holes to be drilled by the mining industry.  The current 
practice is to cement the holes after coring potash. Plugging is necessary to protect the 
mine from water inflow.  However, the wells do not need to be cemented for this purpose 
until the mine approaches them.  During that time, measurements of well deformations 
(including slippage) due to mining could be collected.  The condition of the holes would 
have to be adequate for logging or casing would be required.  If the mines were 
uncomfortable with leaving the coreholes open, the holes could be partially plugged near 
the mine level, and logging and measurements could be performed in the upper reaches 
of the Salado and McNutt.  The wells could be fully cemented upon completion of data 
collection.  This would require cooperation with the mining companies.   
 
It was argued that Sandia must insist upon a field experiment conducted by BLM similar 
to the Trona study.  There are alternatives to this using the existing  and planned wells 
owned by industry.  This would put the burden of proof back on industry.  Whether a 
field test is conducted or not, does not remove the fact that the analysis will represent and 
provide BLM the best available information to date.  It will be their decision as to 
whether it is adequate enough for their purposes. 
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Integrity Testing of Existing Wells 
 
A field test could utilize existing oil and gas wells within or nearby the mine workings.   
It has been argued by the oil & gas stakeholders that the existing wells within the mined 
areas demonstrate that they are safe.  Others argue that the sometimes present oil seeps 
near wells suggest the opposite.  Integrity testing of existing wells could resolve this 
argument and provide a quantitative assessment of the impacts of mining on the nearby 
wells.  The information could also be used to validate modeling and it could be used 
empirically to quantify well mine interactions.  
 
The tools are available for integrity testing and it is an industry standard for storage and 
disposal wells.  A typical integrity test injects nitrogen at the maximum gas pressures that 
is possible in a well.  The test pressure is maintained by injecting additional nitrogen if 
required.  The leak rate is calculated by the amount injected due to loss over the test 
period.  Such tests are routinely performed in hydrocarbon storage wells.  Wells would 
have to be located within or nearby mine workings and be open for testing.  A number of 
wells fall within this category and probably experience large deformations due to mining.  
The degree of deformation experienced could be quantified through logging the hole.  
This information alone could be used to compare to modeling results.   If the wells were 
tested and proven to have integrity, the confidence gained in the ability of casings to 
protect the mines could result in a breakthrough and resolve the issue.  This would 
require cooperation with the oil and gas companies.   
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Illustration of Integrity Test for Existing Wells (left) and Example of Breached Well 
(Osnes, et al.  SMRI 2007) 
 
 

Pressurize existing well 
with N2  

Max gas pressure applied 
Maintain pressure 
Measure any N2 loss with 
time 
 
Could add tracer and 
examine mine workings  
 
Investigate leak 
(optional) 
Use a nitrogen/fluid 
interface or logs- casing, 
cement bond, caliper, 
visual, sonic, deformation 
(gyro&caliper) 
 

Packer or plug set in well 
Slightly below mine horizon 
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Non-Technical 
 
There were a number of comments on the analysis plan that were of a non-technical 
nature, some of which were provided well-after the comment period closed on the 
analyses plan, as part of the review of this SAND report; in particular, the use of wording 
and interpretation of regulations, such as R-111-P.  These comments have come from 
attorneys, on different sides of the issue, and they would like to clarify and correct the 
statements in Appendix I that relate to regulations based on the various rulings, opinions, 
and judgments made.  Anything we could add or discuss on this matter would probably 
not satisfy everyone.  It’s clearly outside the expertise of the team, and we have no intent 
of arguing or judging the matter one way or another.  What has been stated in the analysis 
plan may very well be incorrect, but it was presented as background information and has 
no impact on the analyses that were performed.  Consequently, we will not alter the 
analysis plan after the analyses were done.  The plan provided in Appendix I is viewed as 
a historical document that was part of the process used to solicit input and involvement 
from the stakeholders prior to performing the analyses.  In our view, stakeholders should 
consider the analyses and results, as described in the main body of this report, and jointly 
work on a path forward, that may include revision or writing of new rules and regulations 
for both industries.   
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